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As quantitative validation measures have become available, so has the
controversy regarding the construction of such measures. The complexity of the physical
processes involved is compounded by uncertainties introduced due to model inputs,
experimental errors, and modeling assumptions, just to name a few. Also, how these
uncertainties are treated is of major importance. In this dissertation, the issues associated
with several state of the art quantitative validation metrics are discussed in detail. Basic
Verification and Validation (V&V) framework is introduced outlining areas where some
agreement has been reached in the engineering community. In addition, carefully
constructed examples are used to shed light on differences among the state of the art
validation metrics. The results show that the univariate validation metric fails to account
for correlation structure due to common systematic error sources in the comparison error
results. Also, the confidence interval metric is an inadequate measure of the noise level of

the validation exercise. Therefore, the multivariate validation metric should be utilized
whenever possible. In addition, end-to-end examples of the V&V effort are provided
using the multivariate and univariate validation metrics. Methodology is introduced using
Monte Carlo analysis to construct the covariance matrix used in the multivariate
validation metric when non-linear sensitivities exist. Also, the examples show how
multiple iterations of the validation exercise can lead to a successful validation effort.
Finally, modular uncertainty techniques are introduced for the uncertainty analysis of
large systems where many data reduction equations or models are used to examine
multiple outputs of interest. In addition, the modular uncertainty methodology was shown
to be an equivalent method to the traditional propagation of errors approach with a drastic
reduction in computational effort. The modular uncertainty technique also has the
advantage in that insight is given into the relationship between the uncertainties of the
quantities of interest being examined. An extension of the modular uncertainty
methodology to cover full scale V&V exercises is also introduced.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As the physical quantities of interest in the engineering community increase in
complexity, so do the methods used to simulate them. The question of “how good” we
can represent the real world physical processes using mathematical models gives rise to
the Verification and Validation (V&V) effort. Recently, there has been much debate in
the engineering community over how this V&V effort should be carried out. A little
more than a decade ago, comparing simulation to benchmark analysis consisted of
mostly qualitative analysis. On the forefront of state-of-the art quantitative V&V
techniques is the computational engineering community. V&V guidelines for use in a
wide variety of engineering disciplines have been introduced in recent publications by
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) (1998), American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) (2006), and several others with the purpose
of assessing the accuracy of modeling and simulation. However, there is still much
controversy over quantitative V&V methodology in the computational engineering
community and in the engineering community as a whole, some of which is discussed
in Coleman (2003) and Oberkampf (2002). Hopefully, some of these controversial
issues will be clarified here.
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I.A Quantitative Validation Methodology: Past, Present, and Future
According to Coleman and Stern (1998): “verification is the process of
assessing how correctly the equations are solved; and validation is the process of
assessing how closely the equations model the reality of interest.” Since verification
has become an area of research with less controversy in the experimentation/modeling
community in recent years, the focus of this dissertation is mainly on the validation
process with emphasis on quantitative validation in the engineering community.
Though the recent publications regarding the guidelines for V&V in the engineering
community are very helpful, they do not sponsor or compare methods to quantitatively
determine the fidelity of a simulation. During the past decade, quantitative validation
metrics have been proposed using a wide variety of statistical methods, and by no
means does the author of this dissertation claim to discuss them all here. Though the
different methodologies examined do possess similarities, significant differences exist.
This dissertation addresses the major differences among these quantitative validation
metrics using a side-by-side comparison approach. In order to make this comparison, a
simple linear model was used along with multiple replications of simulated
experimental data. Systematic and random uncertainties associated with the simulation
and experimental results were considered. This simplistic approach using a linear
model was useful to avoid problems that occur due to nonlinearities in the model
structure. However, these problems are also discussed in some detail.
Multivariate and univariate statistically based validation methodologies will be
used here to examine and discuss end-to-end validation examples of different quantities
2

of interest including: 1) the thermal efficiency of an engine/generator set, and 2) the
temperature profile at the exit of a meso-scale combustor. Of course, inherent in any
V&V effort is the need for quality/benchmark experimental data in order to form the
foundation on which meaningful comparisons can begin to take shape. Therefore, each
example involves the analysis of experimental data with associated uncertainties
calculated using the procedures outlined in ASME Performance Test Code 19.1 (2005)
and Coleman and Steele (1999).
While dealing with the issues involved in the V&V effort, the reason for
simulation in the first place is easily forgotten. The purpose of a model is to simulate
real world physical processes which govern the quantities being studied in hopes that
insight will be gained regarding the behavior of these quantities of interest. If
experimental results existed or were easily obtained for every situation, there would be
no need for these simulations. Moreover, many times, experimentation is not feasible at
the highest level due to lack of funds, security reasons, or simply due to lack of
complete understanding of the physics involved. An example of this lack of feasibility
at the highest level is the testing of a nuclear weapon. Though we may be able to test
small scale explosions in order to try and understand the large scale nuclear explosion,
testing at the highest level is not feasible due to mainly national security issues and
possibly a lack of understanding concerning the implementation of an experimental
program at this level. However, the ability to predict physical processes approaching
the level of complexity of the quantity of interest builds confidence in a model’s ability
to make predictions at the highest level of interest. Obviously, the ability of a model to
3

make predictions at the highest level depends heavily on the complexity of the model
(i.e. what are the modeling assumptions). The author’s experience has shown that many
of the models being used in engineering are located at opposite ends of the modeling
spectrum from simple to complex models. Of course, there are innumerous models
located somewhere between the ends of the spectrum. These two types include the
following:
1) Simple models based on many simplifying assumptions used to simulate very
specific cases. These models are useful in studying slight variations of some
relatively specific quantity of interest. However, they may not be reliable in
predicting quantities outside this specific case or set of assumptions.
2) Extremely complex models used to fully model complex physical phenomena.
This type of model is usually computationally expensive but may be used to
study a wide variety of quantities of interest with some level of confidence.
As computational power increases, so does the ability to fully resolve the complex
physical phenomena associated with quantities of interest at the highest level (Type 2
models). Our increasing ability to model real world quantities at the highest level of
complexity may decreases the need for experimental data to validate these quantities in
the future.

I.B Validation of Multi-component Systems
A valid question is how to validate large systems where many outputs may be of
interest. This is commonly the case when multiple data reduction equations/models are
used in conjunction in order to formulate a desired quantity(s) of interest. In addition to
4

the desired quantity(s), there may be intermediate outputs that are also of interest. The
outputs of these data reduction equations/models may become inputs to others. A
modular uncertainty methodology is presented here for calculating the uncertainties of
multiple outputs for large systems. This methodology could be used to calculate the
uncertainties associated with experimental results, simulation results, or end-to-end
validation results. The main purpose of this methodology is for use on large systems
made up of many components, models, complex physical phenomena, or data reduction
equations. In the example presented here, quantitative analysis will allow for the
complete understanding of the experimental results obtained for a micro-CHP
demonstration/research facility. This methodology not only allows the study of
different outputs of interest but also the determination of the relationship between the
uncertainties of these outputs.
In the case of the micro-CHP demonstration facility, we have the luxury of
performing a V&V analysis for an entire system made up of many components. Each
validation measure presented in this document can be used to determine “how good”
the model simulations compare with benchmark experimental data. Furthermore, we
reiterate the fact that the experimental data lays the foundation on which we can begin
the V&V processes. Therefore, without reliable experimental data that represents the
reality of interest and its uncertainty, validation is not possible.

5

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the relevant research associated with
the verification and validation (V&V) effort in engineering disciplines. In the following
sections, publications dealing with important definitions, verification methodology, and
validation methodology will be discussed.

II.A Important V&V Terminology
In recent history, there has been much debate and scrutiny in the engineering
community over the key definitions used in state-of-the-art V&V methodology. For this
reason, there is a need to standardize general quantitative V&V terminology so that
semantics do not create a barrier for progress.

II.A.1 Verification and Validation
One of the most cited references for the definitions of verification and
validation frm Boehm (1981) and Blottner (1990) states in simple terms that
verification is “solving the equations right” and validation is “solving the right
equations.” Paraphrased by Coleman and Stern (1998): “verification is the process of
assessing how correctly the equations are solved; and validation is the process of
assessing how closely the equations model the reality of interest.” The AIAA Guide
(1998) for the Verification and Validation of CFD Simulations directly points out that
6

verification is completely independent of the simulation of any real world quantity of
interest. Roache (1998) emphasizes this point by stating that the creator of the model
must demonstrate that the model accurately and consistently solves the intended
equations correctly. Whether or not the model may be used to simulate some reality of
interest is the question that must be answered by the validation effort.

II.A.2 Validation Metric
There is also some agreement in the literature on how to define a quantitative
validation metric; however, some significant controversy still exists regarding
validation metrics which is described below. According to Oberkampf and Barone
(2006), a validation metric should yield a quantitative comparison of the experimental
and simulation results for the real world quantity of interest with the following
properties included:
1) An estimate of the numerical error in the simulated quantity of interest
2) A comprehensive quantitative evaluation of the predictive accuracy of the
simulated quantity of interest.
3) An estimate of the error resulting from post-processing of the data used as
inputs in the model. Types of post-processing include data regression
analysis, use of complex mathematics to process the data, etc…
4) An estimate of the measurement errors inherent in the experimental data
which is the basis for comparison with the model.
5) Dependence on the number of validation experiments for a reality of interest
conducted at similar conditions.
7

6) Exclusion of any statement about the level of “goodness” of the validation
experiment itself. Oberkampf and Barone (2006) state that validation should
be a measure of agreement or disagreement instead of “good” or
“excellent.”
Even though using multiple validation experiments as suggested in criterion (5) is
always a great idea in theory, in many instances, full-scale experiments are difficult to
implement making multiple replications unrealistic. Knowledge of the uncertainties and
how they propagate through the data reduction equations should give adequate
information for a comparison to simulation results at similar conditions.
Hills (2006) provides the following suggestions to determine the quality of
simulations in terms of the combined uncertainty in the experimental and simulation
results:
1) One has confidence in the model if the differences between the simulation
and experimental results are within a significance level of one standard
deviation (defined as the root sum square of the standard deviations in the
experimental and simulation results as described in the later sections of this
chapter).
2) If the differences between the simulation and experimental results are
between one and two standard deviations, the level of confidence in the
model is reduced.
3) The model is rejected if the differences between the simulation and
experimental results are more than two standard deviations.
8

4) Both Hills (2006) and Stern et. al. (2001) agree that there should be some
level of required uncertainty in addition to the validation metric that may
need to be satisfied regardless of whether the validation process is
considered successful. However, this required level of uncertainty should be
completely independent of the validation process.
The criteria suggested by Hills (2006) is logical since it is not possible to estimate the
uncertainty in the comparison error (difference between the experimental and
simulation results) with 95% confidence due to the error caused by modeling
assumptions. The hope is that the error due to modeling assumptions is small compared
to the remaining errors causing the confidence in the uncertainty estimate to approach
95% assuming all uncertainties are estimated at the 95% confidence level.
The following graphical definition of the comparison error is offered in
Coleman and Stern (1998):

Figure 2.1. Definitions of comparison error and simulation numerical uncertainty from
Coleman and Stern (1998).
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Coleman and Stern (1998) suggest that when the error between the simulation and
experimental results falls within the validation uncertainty, validation is successful at
the level of validation uncertainty. The validation uncertainty is defined as the root sum
square of the uncertainties in the simulations and experimental results which can be
calculated a priori (described in detail in later sections). According to Coleman and
Stern (1998), no inferences can be made about the “goodness” of the validation once
validation is found to be below the validation uncertainty since the error is within the
“noise level” of the validation experiment.
The consensus is that the main objective of a validation metric is to provide a
way to measure the magnitude of the error due to modeling assumptions. As stated
earlier, there is no known way to quantify this error a priori.

II.A.3 Prediction, Interpolation, and Extrapolation
Considerations should also be made for the definitions in the literature
concerning prediction, interpolation, and extrapolation as they pertain to the V&V
effort. According to Oberkampf and Trucano (2002), prediction refers to inferences
made about a simulation of a quantity of interest that differs from validated cases. That
is, inferences made within or outside the realizations that have been studied. Hills and
Trucano (1999) state that interpolation is the use of a model to foretell a real world
quantity of interest between the points for which the model has been validated, and
extrapolation is the use of a model to foretell a real world quantity of interest outside
the points for which the model has been validated. According to Oberkampf and
10

Trucano (2002) the strength of these inferences is based on how well the reality of
interest being simulated is understood. Therefore, for very complex processes, the
strength of the inference may be weak.

II.A.4 Uncertainty
Maybe the most controversial of all terms involved in the V&V effort is that of
uncertainty. According to Mehta (1991), uncertainty is a “lack of sureness or reliability
about someone or something.” This is a broad definition that encompasses more than
just an engineering perspective. Coleman and Steele (1999) define uncertainty as the
interval about a measured quantity that bounds the true value of that quantity 95 out of
100 times. However, the AIAA Guide (1998) defines uncertainty as “a potential
deficiency in any phase or activity of the modeling process that is due to lack of
knowledge.” The phrase “lack of knowledge” is a fundamental difference between the
two definitions. Some might argue that a lack of knowledge would bring the validation
efforts to a halt. Uncertainty analysis is based on the knowledge of how we expect a
certain variable to behave. Of course, we rarely know the true value of a variable we
are trying to measure; however, in order to perform an uncertainty analysis, we must
have enough information to calculate an uncertainty interval which bounds the true
value with some level of confidence. Coleman (2002) states that the definition of
uncertainty presented in the AIAA Guide (1998) does not quantify a range that contains
the true value of the quantity of interest.
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II.A.5 Stochastic vs. Deterministic
An important aspect of uncertainty analysis in computation and experimentation
is whether an error behaves in a fixed predictable fashion, or in a pattern resulting from
indeterminate or random elements. This aspect dictates the ways in which we can
estimate uncertainties. Stern et. al. (2001) defines a stochastic event as an event that has
a pattern resulting from random effects. A Deterministic event is referred to as one that
has no random or probabilistic aspects, and thus proceeds in a predictable way.
Therefore, if a variable is considered stochastic, the uncertainty analysis proceeds as
explained in Coleman and Steele (1999). However, variables which are deterministic
must be treated differently. This is very important since many times the numerical error
in a simulation does not behave in a stochastic way. This fact is pointed out in
Oberkampf and Trucano (2002).

II.B Description of Quantitative Validation Metrics
Over the past decade, several methodologies for quantitative V&V have been
presented in the literature. The purpose of this section is to describe in some detail the
quantitative validation metrics associated with these methodologies. However, before
the validation process is embarked upon, there are some preliminary steps that must be
completed. The ASME Guide for Verification and Validation in Computational Solid
Mechanics (2006) suggests the following prerequisites before the validation process is
undertaken:
1) The intended uses of the model should be clear, i.e. the problems for which the
model is suited for should not be ambiguous.
12

2) A comprehensive verification of the model should be performed to avoid
confusion between the errors associated with the calculations and the errors due
to modeling assumptions.
3) All uncertainties associated with the simulation and experimental results should
be quantified.
These prerequisites will avoid wasted effort due to problems which could have been
detected prior to the validation process.

II.B.1 Univariate Statistics
Widely accepted methodology for uncertainty estimation in the experimental
fluid dynamics (EFD) and engineering community is presented in Coleman and Steele
(1999). One of the first publications to describe quantitative V&V processes using
methodology from the EFD community was proposed by Coleman and Stern (1998).
This article discusses uncertainty considerations involved in using experimental data to
quantitatively validate CFD codes and can be generalized for multi-disciplinary use.
The following example illustrated in Figure 2.2 was proposed by Coleman and Stern
(1998) offering a suggestion as to why quantitative V&V methodology is necessary.

13

Figure 2.2. Comparison of experimental data points and model predictions without
uncertainty considerations.

Coleman and Stern (1998) showed that without considering uncertainties associated
with the (Xi,ri) data points, no meaningful comparisons can be made. In addition, they
urged that uncertainties associated with the simulations must also be evaluated. Figure
2.3 illustrates the simulation results against experimental data with y error bars.

14

Figure 2.3. Comparison with uncertainty considerations.

Assuming the uncertainty distribution in the experimental data is normal, Model 1
seems to follow the trend of the data more accurately than Model 2. However, to assert
the previous statement, the systematic uncertainties associated with the data and
simulations must be the same at each data point/realization. Also, the data points would
have to be averages of many data points so that each average point is a reasonable
representation of the true mean (Coleman (2002)). Without this knowledge,
determining which model represents the real world quantity of interest with the most
accuracy is not possible.
The uncertainties in the validation effort are separated into uncertainties
associated with the experimental results and simulation results. Coleman and Stern
(1998) then divide the uncertainty associated with the simulation into two categories:
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1) numerical uncertainty – due to discretization, artificial dissipation, iterative and
grid non-convergence, local and global non-conservation of mass, momentum,
energy etc…, internal and external boundary non-continuity, computer round
off etc…
2) Modeling uncertainty – uncertainty due to assumptions and approximations in
the mathematical representation of the physical process and incorporation of
previous experimental data into the model
Since there is no known way of estimating the modeling uncertainty a priori, Coleman
and Stern (1998) propose a validation methodology that isolates the uncertainty due to
modeling assumptions from the uncertainties in the simulation that can be quantified. A
comparison error (E) is defined as the difference between the simulation results and
experimental results at a single realization of the validation exercise. In addition, the
assumption is made that any error whose magnitude and sign is known has been
eliminated by calibration. The comparison error is given in Equation 2.1.


(2.1)

If the simulation results (S) and experimental results (D) have no common error
sources, the uncertainty associated with the comparison error (E) is given by Equation
2.2 (knowing that the partial derivatives of E with respect to D and S are equal to 1).
 

    

(2.2)

If all uncertainties associated with the simulation and experimental results are known,
the uncertainty limit, 1.96uE, will contain the comparison error 95 out of 100 times
(assuming a Gaussian distribution). uD can be calculated using well-accepted
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methodology presented in Coleman and Steele (1999). Caution should be used to make
sure that the additional uncertainties in the results associated with the measured
independent variables are considered and accounted for using Equation 2.3.
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(2.3)

According to Coleman and Stern (1998), many times the terms inside the summation in
Equation 2.3 can be neglected due to small gradients in the experimental result, r. The
uncertainty associated with the independent variable can be seen in Figure 2.3.
Furthermore, in order for these terms to be neglected, the uncertainty intervals
associated with the independent variables must be of “reasonable” magnitude.
The uncertainty associated with the simulation results are summed up by
Coleman and Stern (1998) using Equation 2.4
 

%   &   '( 

(2.4)

where uSN is the uncertainty due to numeric solutions, uSPD is the uncertainty due to the
use of previous data, and uSMA is the uncertainty due to modeling assumptions. Coleman
and Stern (1998) point out that the uncertainty due to the use of previous data is not
usually available since one would have to either have performed experimentation or
have access to source data of an experiment similar to the reality of interest being
modeled. However, if this information is available, Equation 2.5 is used to calculate
uSPD. Obviously, cooperation between the modelers and experimentalists increases the
chances of this type of information being available.
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Equation 2.5 is used when the simulation utilizes previous data values, di, as model
inputs. The partial derivatives are estimated with m perturbed predictions at a given test
condition, and uD is estimated using well-accepted experimental uncertainty analysis as
presented in Coleman and Steele (1999).
Coleman and Stern (1998) follow the verification approach set up in the ASME
Editorial Policy (1993). According to this policy, verification consists of grid-, time-,
and iterative-convergence, and order of accuracy studies. As pointed out by Coleman
and Stern (1998), there are ways to account for each error mentioned above. Therefore,
uSN can be calculated using accepted methods such as Richardson Extrapolation, Grid
Convergence Index, etc… As mentioned earlier, there is some debate over whether
certain numerical errors may be treated as stochastic variables or not.
The key metric in the validation effort proposed by Coleman and Stern (1998)
obtained by combining Equations 2.2 and 2.4 is referred to as the validation
uncertainty. The validation uncertainty is arrived at by evaluating the difference
between uE and uSMA as presented in Equation 2.6 and 2.7.
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(2.6)
(2.7)

According to Coleman and Stern (1998), the validation uncertainty UV (assuming a
normally distributed variable) sets the level at which validation is achieved.
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Furthermore, according to Coleman and Stern (1998), a reasonable criterion for
successful code validation is that |E| is less than UV since the validation uncertainty is a
combination of the uncertainties in the data, the numerical solution, and the previous
experimental data used in the simulation model. Once |E| is less than the validation
uncertainty, no improvements can be made since |E| is below the “noise level” of the
validation exercise. If |E| is greater than the validation uncertainty, then |E| is the
appropriate level of validation. Combining both instances yields the metric shown in
Equation 2.8.
89:;

<

| | :? | | @ 21 E
21 A9B8C:D8

(2.8)

Notice that if | | F 21 , the modeling error is the dominant contribution to the overall
comparison error assuming all quantifiable uncertainties have been accounted for.

Another very important metric as pointed out by Coleman and Stern (1998) is
the level of uncertainty set by the program objectives, UREQ’D. Though there may be
sufficient evidence to reject the model using the validation uncertainty metric, UV, the
level of uncertainty set by the program objectives may allow for a larger or smaller
uncertainty interval on which we base our decision. The following possible
combinations regarding the interpretation of the results in a validation effort using this
metric are presented in Coleman and Steele (1999):
1) | | G 21 G 2HIJ
2) | | G 2HIJ G 21

3) 2HIJ G | | G 21

4) 21 G | | G 2HIJ

5) 21 G 2HIJ G | |
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6) 2HIJ G 21 G | |

The level of validation is the validation uncertainty, UV, for cases 1, 2, and 3. The
decision of whether or not this level of validation is sufficient is left up to the
experimentalist/modeler. For cases 4, 5, and 6, the level of validation is |E|.
Furthermore, the decision of whether or not the model is “good enough” for its intended
use may be dictated by the level of uncertainty set by the program objectives, UREQ’D.
Based on UREQ’D, only cases 1 and 4 would indicate a successful validation effort. This
could raise the question of why an estimate of the noise level is needed (UV in this
case). To answer this question, the noise level is an indication of the quality of the
validation exercise. This information rules out the possibility of the comparison error
results falling within UREQ’D based on pure chance.
Roache (1998) points out that when using the method proposed by Coleman and
Stern (1998), one could achieve validation by just increasing the uncertainties
associated with the experimental and simulation results. This point was also made by
Oberkampf (2002). Coleman (2002) states that this misconception is due to the lack of
understanding of uncertainty analysis as presented in Coleman and Steele (1999). In
addition to the first point, Roache (1998) also indicated the need for a tolerance to
allow for validation when the uncertainties in the experiment and simulation are very
small.

| | G 21  KLM1

(2.9)

Coleman and Stern (1998) state that the example discussed by Roache (1998) could be
taken care of using the level of uncertainty required by the program objectives, UREQ’D.
Using this method allows the validation exercise to be successful if the comparison
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error falls within UREQ’D. However, this approach is completely independent of the
validation exercise using UV.
II.B.2 Multivariate Statistics
Using the multivariate normal probability density function (PDF) for multiple
random variables may provide information not available through the use of univariate
statistics as introduced in Coleman and Stern (1998). The multivariate normal PDF is
simply an extension of the univariate normal PDF presented as Equation 2.10.
1
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In the case of two normally distributed random variables x1 and x2, a two-dimensional
multivariate, i.e., bivariate, normal PDF may be defined over a two-dimensional space.
Similar to the univariate normal PDF, the double integral over all possible x1 and x2
values is 1. If the random variables x1 and x2 are normally distributed and independent,
the bivariate normal distribution is obtained by taking the product of the marginal

distributions for x1 and x2, i.e., N OPQ R and N OPQ R. This product is shown as
Equation 2.11.
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By setting the bracketed term inside of the exponential in Equation 2.11 equal to a
constant (r2), an iso-probability elliptical contour is described using (x1,x2) points
satisfying the following equation:
Q
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(2.12)

The fact that the left-hand side of Equation 2.12 is a sum of squares of normally
distributed random variables implies that r2 is a Chi Square distributed variable
(Strange and Borre (1997)). Moreover, the cumulative probability covered by this
100(1-α)% confidence iso-probability elliptical contour is described by the Chi Square


(bc,e
) distribution. Therefore, a contour of constant probability at the 95% confidence


level may be constructed by setting the left-hand side of Equation 2.12 equal to bc,e



with two degrees of freedom and 95% confidence, bf.fg,
. bf.fg,
is easily obtained

from a table of percentile points of the χ2 distribution. For this special case where the
correlation between the random variables is equal to zero, the major and minor axes of
the elliptical contours are parallel with the x1 and x2 axes. The bivariate normal PDF for
this case is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Notice that the iso-probability contours projected
onto the x1-x2 axis are ellipses with axes parallel to the x1 and x2 axes.
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Figure 2.4. Bivariate normal PDF with elliptical iso-probability contours and zero
correlation.

For the case where correlation between the random variables exists, the
covariance matrix (Σ) is introduced and is defined as a measure of the linear
dependence between random variables (Strange and Borre (1997)). The covariance
matrix may be viewed as a coordinate transformation of a diagonal matrix. The
variances of the random variables lie along the main diagonal of the covariance matrix.
Using a non-diagonal covariance matrix results in iso-probability contours with tilted
axes as shown in Figure 2.5. As stated earlier, the tilted axes of the iso-probability
ellipses represent correlation between the random variables x1 and x2. This correlation
may exist due to shared systematic error sources among x1 and x2.
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Figure 2.5. Bivariate normal PDF with elliptical iso-probability contours positive
correlation.

In addition, the correlation structure also changes the lengths of the major and minor
axes of the elliptical contours. These lengths can be evaluated based on the eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix, Σ, presented in Equation 2.13. Equation 2.13 presents the
bivariate normal distribution when x1 and x2 are normally distributed and correlated as:
N OPQ , Q R

where
h
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σ11 and σ22 are the variances of x1 and x2, respectively. The covariance between x1 and
x2 is denoted by σ12 or σ21. Notice that Equation 2.13 reduces to Equation 2.11 when the
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random variables are not correlated since the off-diagonal terms inside Σ are equal to
zero.
The methodology is easily extended to n random variables, and the multivariate
normal PDF is presented as Equation 15
N OPoR

where
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(2.15)

(2.16)

In Equation 2.15, X is an n-dimensional vector of normally distributed random
variables. Iso-probability contours may be constructed in the same manner as in the
bivariate normal case. Therefore, 95% confidence iso-probability elliptical contours


may be constructed by setting poqu v W poq equal to bc,e
with ν degrees of freedom and

95% confidence, bf.fg,e
.

Hills and Trucano (1999) introduced a quantitative validation metric making use

of the multivariate normal PDF. They claim that a quantitative validation metric must
account for the interrelation between the validation points when evaluating confidence
levels at multiple realizations. This type of analysis requires the use of multivariate
statistical analysis. Furthermore, in order to use the multivariate normal distribution to
characterize the distribution of comparison errors, the simulation and experimental
results must come from this distribution. However, due to the nonlinear nature of many
physical models used to simulate real world quantities and errors due to modeling
assumptions, care must be taken when making this assumption (Hills (2006)).
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First, the assumption is made that the characterization of the model inputs are
performed independently of the experiment (Hills and Trucano (1999)). This precludes
the correlation between the input parameters in the experimental data reduction
equation and the model simulations. An example of this type of correlation is when the
same property data is used in both the experiment and model simulations. For this
hypothetical case, the assumption is made that the parameters in the experimental
results and simulation results are independent, and the total variance of the differences
in the experimental and simulation results (E) is equal to the sum of the variances of the
results. Hills and Trucano (1999) point out that due to model parameter and
experimental uncertainties, the n experimental results and n simulation results do not
line up exactly which is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. PDF clouds of simulation and experimental results from Hills (2006).
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In addition, there exist errors due to modeling assumptions which contribute to the
difference between the simulation and experimental results. Figure 2.6 illustrates how
the hypothetical iso-probability contours might look for the experimental measurements
and the model simulations, both with added uncertainties. The complex shape of the
iso-probability contours of the uncertainty in the model simulations are meant to
indicate a highly nonlinear model. Furthermore, the iso-probability contours of the
experimental results indicate a bivariate normally distributed variable where the tilted
axes of the elliptical contours correspond to positively correlated random variables. The
correlation in the experimental results is present due to shared systematic error sources.
The iso-probability contours of the vector of comparison errors, E, with added
uncertainties are shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. PDF cloud representing combined uncertainty from Hills (2006).
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This can be viewed as the noise level of the validation exercise using the multivariate
metric. These contours are plotted around the simulation results; however, as shown in
Hills (2006), these contours could also be plotted around the experimental results or the
origin. According to Hills (2006), if E lies within the 100(1-α)% confidence isoprobability elliptical contour plotted around the (0,0) point for two-dimensions,
sufficient evidence does not exist to reject the model at the 100(1-α)% confidence level.
However, there exists a α% probability that a valid model might be rejected using this
methodology.
Hills and Trucano (1999) use the multivariate normal PDF to approximate the
PDF of the noise level represented in Figure 2.7. The covariance matrix for the model
is constructed using the following matrix equations:
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(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

In addition to the multivariate first-order sensitivity analysis presented here, the
uncertainty in the simulation results due to input parameters may also be estimated
using sampling methods such as Monte Carlo analysis and Latin Hypercube Sampling
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(Strange and Borre (1997)). Notice that the resulting Σmodel may have nonzero offdiagonal terms representing correlation structure due to common systematic error
sources in the model inputs.
As presented in Hills and Trucano (1999), the variances in E based on all the
information we can gather a priori is equivalent to the following equation:

where
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The off-diagonal terms in Equation 2.21 are only equal to zero if there does not exist
correlation between the experimental results.
According to Hills and Trucano (1999), for the bivariate normal case, an
examination of whether to reject the model using the first and second comparison error
results can be conducted qualitatively using the graph of 100(1-α)% confidence isoprobability elliptical contours. Figure 2.8 illustrates the hypothetical 95% and 50%
confidence elliptical contours from Figure 2.5 projected onto the x1-x2 plane.
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Figure 2.8. 50% and 95% confidence iso-probability contours of the multivariate
normal PDF projected on the x1-x2 plane.

Of course, since there is no known way of estimating the error associated with the
modeling assumptions a priori, the elliptical contours are only an estimate of the true
iso-probability elliptical contours of E with associated uncertainties. According to Hills
(2006), if E lies within this 95% confidence iso-probability elliptical contour, there
does not exist sufficient evidence to reject the model at the 95% confidence level. The


value of bf.fg,
and Equation 2.22 can then be used to quantitatively determine if E lies

within the 95% confidence iso-probability elliptical contour. The equation for the
elliptical contours for the bivariate normal distribution has the following form:
u h~ W 



(2.22)

where r2 is equal to the squared generalized distance, also known as the Mahalanobis
distance, from the center of the ellipsoid (0,0) to E in two-dimensional space.

According to Hills (2006), if   < b20.05,2 , then there does not exist sufficient evidence to

reject the model at the 95% confidence level. The probability of E falling outside the
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95% confidence contours increases as the error in the modeling assumptions increases
since these errors were not accounted for in the noise level estimation. This is also the
case when using the methodology introduced by Coleman and Stern (1998).
As stated in Hills and Trucano (1999), the methodology is easily extended to n
variables with n-dimensional iso-probability contours. Therefore, the analysis may be
performed using n validation points generating n-dimensional contours at a prescribed
level of confidence. However, constructing and visualizing iso-probability contours for
more than a few dimensions is for many, infeasible. Therefore, Equation 2.22 must be
used to give a quantitative answer to the question of whether E lies within the noise
level of the validation exercise. As in the bivariate case, the value of r2 is compared to
χ2 with ν degrees of freedom at 100(1-α)% confidence. If the value of r2 is less than


, we do not have sufficient evidence to reject the model at the 100(1-α)%
bc,e

confidence level.
The methodology proposed Hills and Trucano (1999) is well suited for wellbehaved models whose results follow the multivariate normal distribution. In Hills
(2006), examples are presented using the multivariate metric for nonlinear models
where the true iso-probability contours were estimated using the contours from the
multivariate normal distribution. The iso-probability contours derived from the
multivariate normal PDF provided a good approximation to the true iso-probability
contours for problems with small uncertainties associated with the model inputs with
respect to the nominal input values. For highly nonlinear cases with large uncertainties,
analyses, including random sampling such as Monte Carlo may be more suitable to
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estimate the true probability distributions of the comparison error results. This type of
analysis requires mapping the iso-probability contours using an n-dimensional
histogram which becomes exponentially more computationally expensive as the
number of validation points and input parameters increases. More efficient means must
be developed before this approach is feasible for complex full-scale problems. Also,
this metric should be modified to account for the level of uncertainty set by program
requirements.

II.B.3 Confidence Intervals
Oberkampf and Barone (2006) use confidence intervals based on the Student’s
t-distribution to construct a validation metric. Like the previous metrics mentioned, the
confidence interval metric is based on the difference between the simulation results and
the sample mean of the experimentally measured samples of the quantity of interest
referred to as the system response quantity (SRQ). This difference is equivalent to the
comparison error (E) in Equation 2.1.
In Oberkampf and Barone (2006), the validation process using confidence
intervals is described in a two-fold process as follows:
1) Obtain an estimate of the error between the simulation results ( ym ) and the
sample mean of the experimental results ( ye ) at each realization of the quantity
of interest shown as Equations 2.23 and 2.24.
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(2.23)
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The yexp’s are the experimentally measured results based on n individual
measurements of the SRQ.
2) Compute an interval which contains the “true error” at a specified level of
confidence. Oberkampf and Barone (2006) define the “true error” as:
,

a

(2.25)

where µ is the parent population mean of the experimentally measured SRQ.
The confidence interval containing the “true error” proposed in Oberkampf and Barone
(2006) is presented as Equation 2.26.
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In Equation 2.26, s is the sample standard deviation of the experimentally measured

SRQ’s, n is the number of experimentally measured samples, and t α 2, ν is the
Student’s-t value at 100(1-α)% confidence and ν degrees of freedom.
The V&V methodology is then extended to construct a validation metric using
interpolation. Using this methodology, interpolation functions are constructed to
represent continuous functions of the experimentally measured SRQ and simulation
results. The estimated error is given as Equation 2.27.
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After similar extension of the additional equations, the confidence interval containing
the interpolated “true error” is constructed as follows:
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Equation 2.28 is used in the methodology proposed by Oberkampf and Barone (2006)
to obtain the interval that contains the “true error” as a function of the input variables at
100(1-α)% confidence and ν degrees of freedom. The interpolated functions can only
be used when the physics are assumed to remain the same between validation points.

II.C Validation Hierarchy
A hierarchy strategy was proposed by the AIAA Guide (1998) and discussed by
Oberkampf and Trucano (2002). This strategy may be used to build confidence in a
model to predict quantities resulting from complex physical systems. The construction
of the hierarchy should involve the full complex system at the highest level with unit
level physics problems at the lowest tier. According to Oberkampf and Trucano (2002)
each adjacent tier from the unit level should involve one more level of complexity. This
strategy should accomplish the following tasks:
1) An intelligent decoupling of the physics at each tier that builds confidence in the
model of the complex system.
2) A tier construction that allows for benchmark experimental data/analysis to be
attainable to test the model.
Figure 2.9 presents an example of a complex system for a hypersonic cruise missile
proposed by Oberkampf and Trucano (2002).
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Figure 2.9. Validation hierarchy example from Oberkampf and Trucano (2002).

At the system level, the missile is divided into the propulsion system, airframe system,
guidance system, and warhead system. The system level is then divided into
subsystems each involving components which share similar physical processes. The
bottom tiers involve benchmark and unit level problems where the unit problems
should involve simple geometries with only one physically complex process.
Furthermore, the benchmark level may contain an addition level of physical complexity
of that at the unit level.
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This type of validation procedure allows an experimentalist/modeler to evaluate
the performance of a model from the lowest level of physical complexity. This
flexibility could save time and money by possibly rejecting a model before the
validation experiments are performed at the highest level achievable. For example, if
the model used to predict the performance of the hypersonic missile fails to accurately
predict the laminar hypersonic flow over a simple body, modification to the model must
be made in order to solve this unit level problem. Detecting this problem at the unit
level is much easier than at the system level where the physical complexity is of a much
higher order.

II.D Verification
Though there exists some controversy in the engineering community on the
subject of quantitative validation metrics, there has been much progress in the area of
verification. Policy statements have been implemented to give authors guidelines to
evaluate computational simulation numerical accuracy by Journal of Fluids
Engineering, AIAA (1998), and ASME (1993) to name a few. However, one must
understand that the purpose of the verification process is very specific. According to
Roache (1998), only the calculations made by the code can be validated. Thus, the
suitability of the physical concepts used in the code to simulate the reality of interest is
independent of the verification process. This distinction is what separates verification
from validation. In this section, the issue of numerical accuracy in computational
simulations is addressed.
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The comprehensive verification process must be divided into two separate tasks
that must assess the following:
1) Coding errors – errors due to mistakes in the lines of code in the computational
model.
2) Numerical errors – inaccuracies in the numeric solution of equations including
truncation errors, iterative convergence errors, grid convergence errors, etc…
Of course, coding errors must be detected by either the author of the code, or someone
with access to the source code. The detection of this type of error is cumbersome, but
not unclear. However, many methods have been proposed to quantify numerical errors
due to problems such as iterative and grid convergence.

II.D.1 Grid Convergence
The issue of grid convergence may be assessed using several different methods
including ones proposed by Richardson (1910) and Roache (1998).
Richardson Extrapolation was first proposed in Richardson (1910). Using this
method, the solutions to the discretized equations (f) are assumed to behave as a series
in the grid spacing, h. This representation is shown in Equation 2.29.
?
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(2.29)

The functions g1, g2, etc. are not dependent on the discretization of the governing
equations (Roache (1998)). For two separate discrete solutions f1 and f2, with two grids
h1 (fine grid) and h2 (coarse grid), we arrive at the original statement of Richardson
Extrapolation given as Equation 2.30.
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After dropping the higher order terms and substituting in the grid refinement ratio
(

B ⁄B ), the following relation is obtained:
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(2.31)

Equation 2.31 is a form of correction for the fine grid solution f1. When the grids are
halved or doubled, the grid refinement ratio is equal to 2. After this substitution is
made, Equation 2.32 becomes:
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(2.32)

According to Roache (1998), this method is not sensitive to the equation being
discretized and can be used to evaluate the numerical error associated with grid
convergence without access to source codes as long as the solutions are at least 2nd
order accurate. The phrase 2nd order accurate refers to the order of the leading term in
the convergence analysis*.
Roache (1998) provides a generalization of the usual Richardson Extrapolation
method to estimate grid convergence errors for p-th order methods and rG-value grid
ratios. This estimate of the exact solution (fexact) is given in Equation 2.33 below.
?X  ? 
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(2.33)

Equation 2.33 can be rearranged to form an error estimator of the fine grid f1 solution.
The fractional error estimator E1 can be expressed as follows:

*

Usually referring to the leading term in the truncated Taylor Series expansion
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Roache (1998) states that as long as E<<1, this method provides a good estimate of the
fractional error in the fine grid solution, f1. Roache (1998) stresses the fact that ε is not
always a good indication of the error in the fine grid solution because it does not take
into account the order of accuracy of the method (p) or the grid refinement ratio. Also,
by choosing rG close to unity, ε may be made arbitrarily small.
Roache (1998) advocates that Richardson Extrapolation not be used to improve
the solution, but to estimate the error inherent in the fine grid solutions. Furthermore,
the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) should be used in the uniform reporting of grid
convergence studies. According to Roache, the error estimator E obtained using the
classic Richardson Extrapolation “does not provide a very good confidence interval”.
He points out that the actual error is just as likely to be greater than E1, than the
likelihood of the actual error being less than E1. Thus, the chance of E1 bounding the
grid convergence error is at best 50%. Roache (1998) goes on to explain how the GCI
can be used to provide such an interval.
Roache (1998) describes the GCI as basically a “factor of safety” over the
Richardson Extrapolation method for error estimation. For a method with p = 2 and rG
= 2, the GCI and Richardson Extrapolation Error Estimate (E1) are equivalent. So, the
GCI is a way to relate ε using a method of your choice to the ε obtained using a grid39

doubling second-order method (p = 2 and rG = 2). The equation for the GCI for a fine
grid is presented as Equation 2.36.
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Concerning Equation 2.36, Roache (1998) recommends the use of Fs = 1.25 for
convergence studies with a minimum of three grids, and Fs = 3 for convergence studies
using two grids. Because three or more grids provide a more comprehensive grid
convergence test, the “factor of safety” Fs is reduced.
II.D.2 Iterative Convergence
If the complexity of physics is great enough, an iterative scheme is likely to be used
in the simulation of the real world quantity of interest. The AIAA Guide (1998) points
out two situations where this may be the case:
1) Boundary-value problems (iterations normally occur over the entire domain)
2) Initial-value problems (iterations normally occur over the within each time step)
Coleman and Stern (1998) state that for simple problems, the magnitude of the level of
convergence may be reduced to machine zero. In this case, the uncertainty associated
with the level of iterative convergence would be negligible. However, Coleman and
Stern (1998) state that for very complex problems this may not be the case. The level of
convergence may be obtained using Equation 2.37 as follows:
¦



 W

(2.37)

where n is the iteration number, and S is the simulation solution of interest. Moreover,
Coleman and Stern (1998) state that the estimates for iterative convergence uncertainty
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can be taken as approximately one-half the difference between the maximum and
minimum values obtained from the iteration records of the solutions variable of interest.

II.D.3 Truncation Error
Truncation error refers to the truncation of a series eliminating some higherorder terms (H.O.T.) usually part of the Taylor Series expansion of a solution. This
truncation also defines the order of the finite-difference method. In Roache (1998), the
difference between truncation error vs. discretization error is distinguished. Roache
(1998) points out that higher-order methods require higher-order support. In other
words, in order to decrease the truncation error to zero (i.e. evaluate the H.O.T. in the
Taylor Series expansion of the solution), the number of grid points must be increased to
infinity. Therefore, the discretization errors are not independent of the truncation error,
and both errors are estimating using proper grid convergence tests. Roache (1998) also
notes that though the two errors are dependent, the discretization error could be reduced
to zero by adding an infinite number of grid points while keeping the order of the
method the same. Thus, all remaining error would be caused by series truncation.
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CHAPTER III
COMPARISON OF QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION METRICS
The metrics discussed in the previous chapter are directed toward one common
goal which is to determine a way to estimate the error introduced by modeling
assumptions. Although each metric has fundamental similarities, there exist major
differences that affect the implementation of these metrics. This chapter is dedicated to
two objectives: (1) the presentation of basic V&V framework, and (2) the discussion of
the major differences between quantitative validation metrics. The detailed calculations
of this analysis may be viewed in Appendix A.

III.A V&V Framework
As discussed in the previous chapter, several methodologies of interest for
quantitative V&V have been proposed in the literature. Each methodology is unique;
however, some level of agreement has been attained regarding the basic framework of the
quantitative V&V effort. This framework is presented as Figure 3.1. A threshold defined
by the program objectives should dictate the success of the validation effort. In this
dissertation, the threshold is referred to as UT. As shown in Figure 3.1, UT determines
whether validation is deemed successful or not.
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Figure 3.1. Basic V&V Framework.

A comparison error (E) is defined as the difference between the simulation (S)
and experimental (D) results at a single comparison point or realization of the validation
exercise shown as Equation 2.1. Any error whose magnitude and sign is known is
accounted for. The definition of the comparison error along with experimental and
simulation uncertainties is illustrated in Figure 3.2 for a single realization of the
validation exercise. All uncertainties associated with the errors in the simulation and
experimental results shown in Figure 3.1, with the exception of the uncertainty in the
modeling assumptions, must be quantified. The reason for the above is that there is no
known way to obtain an a priori estimate of the uncertainty due to modeling
assumptions.
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Figure 3.2. Definition of comparison error.

The combination of quantifiable uncertainties is then used as part of a quantitative
validation metric used to partially quantify the distance between the probability density
functions of the experimental and simulation results. In this paper, the combination of the
quantifiable uncertainties is referred to as the “noise level” of the validation experiment.
The noise level must always be less than UT in order for a validation effort to be
considered successful. In this case, UT is used to answer the question of how close is
close enough. Of course, the characterization of UT is completely independent of the
validation measure since this value(s) is set according to program objectives. This
independence is represented by a dashed line in Figure 3.1.
The basic V&V framework allows for multiple iterations of the validation effort
where model refinement and reduction of experimental uncertainty may be useful when
validation is unsuccessful. It is worthwhile noting that performing additional replications
of benchmark experimental analysis tends to be expensive, and model refinement
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typically requires the least amount of labor and cost. Therefore, formulating new
modeling assumptions may be the most time and cost effective way to move towards a
successful validation effort.

III.B Comparison Example
Both the univariate and multivariate validation metrics account for all the
uncertainties in the experimental results (systematic and random uncertainties) and
simulation results which can be determined a priori. However, as stated in Hills (2006),
the multivariate metric also accounts for the correlation structure in E. This correlation is
a direct result of the systematic uncertainties associated with the experimental and
simulation results. Accounting for this correlation structure causes the shape of the isoprobability elliptical contours of E to change in terms of the axis tilt and length of the
major and minor axes. Using univariate statistics as presented in Coleman and Stern
(1998), each realization of the comparison error is assessed independently disregarding
important statistical information obtained from preceding validation points. Failing to
account for the correlation between validation points results in rectangular 95%
confidence iso-probability contours shown later in this section.
Equation 3.2 represents the simple linear model used to evaluate the different
quantitative validation metrics discussed in this paper.
?P§, ¨, QR

§Q  ¨

(3.2)

In Equation 3.2, a and b are the model input parameters, and x is the independent
variable. The nominal values and uncertainties for the input parameters are presented in
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Table 3.1. Note that the values of the parameters a and b do not change as x varies if their
uncertainties are considered to be systematic.

Table 3.1. Model inputs and uncertainties.
Input
Parameter
a
b

Nominal
Value
2
0

Standard
Uncertainty
0.01
0.01

That is, in a Monte Carlo simulation, the values of a and b should not be resampled as x
varies. The above is an important source of correlation, i.e., auto-correlation, between
the uncertainties in the outputs of the model obtained by varying x since the systematic
errors associated with a and b are assumed to remain constant. The random standard and
systematic uncertainties in the experimental results were both chosen to be 0.02. For this
comparison, no numerical uncertainty was incorporated into the validation exercise. The
experimental results were chosen carefully as 0.07 and 2.03 for the first and second data
points, respectively. These experimental results were chosen to demonstrate key
differences between the multivariate and univariate validation metrics. The UV intervals
calculated using the methodology introduced by Coleman and Stern (1998) are plotted
against the comparison error results for x1 and x2 in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison error plotted against univariate validation metric.

Clearly, the first comparison error result falls outside of UV. These results show that the
level of validation achieved as suggested by Coleman and Stern (1998) is |E| for the first
validation point, and UV for the second validation point. The results from the multivariate
metric are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4. Iso-probability contours for univariate and multivariate validation metrics.
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E lies inside the 95% confidence iso-probability contour constructed using the


is equal to
multivariate metric. For two degrees of freedom at 95% confidence, bf.fg,

5.99. The value of r2, calculated using Equation 2.22, is 5.696 which confirms the
qualitative results shown in Figure 3.4. Therefore, there does not exist sufficient evidence

to reject the model at the 95% confidence level using the methodology introduced by
Hills and Trucano (1999). In other words, the level of validation using the multivariate


validation metric is bf.fg,
. Similar to the criteria proposed by Coleman and Stern (1998),

a two-level metric may be constructed for the case when multivariate statistical methods


are used. If the value of r2 was found to be greater than bf.fg,
, the level of validation is

r2. This criterion is shown as Equation 3.3.
89:;


  :?   @ bf.fg,
E
© 
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(3.3)

Equation 3.3 is an extension of the methodology introduced by Hills and Trucano (1999)
that defines the metric when the comparison error is greater than the noise level of the
validation exercise.
A Monte Carlo analysis using 100,000 samples was performed to evaluate the
percent coverage of the multivariate and univariate validation metrics. Figure 3.5 shows
the results from the Monte Carlo analysis.
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Figure 3.5. Iso-probability contours plotted against Monte Carlo results.
The percent coverage inside both UV and r2 at 95% confidence was found to be 90.4%.
These results prove that using UV for results that follow the multivariate normal PDF
increases the possibility of rejecting a valid model or accepting an invalid one using the
methodology proposed by Hills and Trucano (1999). These errors are referred to as Type
I and Type II errors in the statistics community (Montgomery and Runger (2003)). Figure
3.6 illustrates how much of the area inside the 95% confidence iso-probability elliptical
contour is represented using UV for this particular case.
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Figure 3.6. Coverage of the 95% confidence area using the univariate validation metric.

An integration of the area under the multivariate normal PDF for the case presented in
Figure 3.6 shows that the univariate metric only accounts for approximately 90.2% of the
population of comparison error results which corresponds to the estimated percent
coverage using the Monte Carlo analysis. As stated earlier, this increases the probability
of rejecting a valid model using the acceptance criteria for the multivariate metric defined
at the 95% confidence level. In addition, the univariate validation metric includes area
outside of the 95% confidence elliptical contour increasing the probability of accepting
an invalid model which is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Area covered by the univariate validation metric outside of the 95%
confidence ellipse.

To avoid eliminating part of the true probability distribution, the univariate confidence
intervals can be extended to cover the entire 95% confidence iso-probability elliptical
contour as shown in Figure 3.8. The extended univariate intervals are calculated by
finding the points in each dimension where the iso-probability contours are maximum
and minimum. A program was created to do this in n-dimensions. By extending the
intervals described by UV to the outside of the ellipse, the percent coverage using the
univariate intervals was increased from 95% to 97.1%. However, though extending the
intervals reduces the probability of rejecting a valid model using the method proposed by
Hills and Trucano (1999), the probability of accepting an invalid model increases.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the program objectives are described using rectangular
boundaries.
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Figure 3.8. Extended univariate confidence intervals.

Insight can be gained by looking at some specific cases which are inside the noise level
using the approach presented in Coleman and Stern (1998). Figure 3.9 illustrates four
possibilities for comparison error results which would indicate validation at the UV level
for two realizations of the comparison error. For points 2 and 4 located on extreme ends
of the major axis of the confidence ellipse, the lines are not completely inside UV for each
realization of E. However as you can see in Table 3.2, the r2 values for points 2 and 4 are

less than or equal to bf.fg,

5.99.
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Figure 3.9. Possible comparison error results
The coordinates (E1,E2) and r2 values are shown for each point of interest in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Joint comparison error possibilities
Point
1
2
3
4

E1
-0.060
0.072
0.060
-0.072

E2
0.063
0.053
-0.063
-0.053

r2
16.92
5.99
16.92
5.99

Notice that the suitable univariate validation metric for points 1 and 3 is UV. However, as
shown in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.2, these points are very improbable when using the noise
level described by the multivariate validation metric. Figure 3.10 illustrates the four
possibilities with lines drawn to indicate the joint relationship between comparison error
realizations.
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Figure 3.10. Possible comparison error results plotted against the univariate validation
metric

Therefore, points 2 and 4 lie within the 95% confidence space using the multivariate
validation metric but are very improbable using the noise level defined using univariate
statistics.
The same analysis was conducted for ten comparison error realizations resulting
in a ten-dimensional iso-probability elliptical contour at 95% confidence. The results are
presented in Figure 3.11. Figure 3.11 shows that 90% of the comparison error realizations
fell outside the UV intervals. However, the comparison error point in ten-dimensional
space lies inside the ten-dimensional 95% confidence iso-probability contour. Therefore,

bf.fg,

f

is the suitable validation metric using the multivariate validation methodology

shown in Equation 3.3. In order to quantitatively prove this, the value of r2 must be less
than χ2(10,0.05) which is equal to 18.731. The value of r2 was calculated to be 18.053
which means the comparison error point is indeed in the 95% confidence iso-probability
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contour as expected. Figure 3.11 gives some insight on the position of the comparison
error point relative to the iso-probability contour.

Figure 3.11. Comparison error plotted against univariate validation uncertainty and
extended univariate intervals.

If any point lies outside the extended univariate intervals, the point is unquestionably
outside of the iso-probability contour. However, the opposite is not true. Every point
could lie within the extended intervals and be located in the area between the elliptical
contour and the space enclosed by the extended univariate intervals. This possibility is
easily seen in the two-dimensional case presented in Figure 3.4.
The validation metric proposed in Oberkampf and Barone (2006) has
characteristics that are fundamentally different than the univariate and multivariate
validation metrics. The author’s belief is that the definition of the “true error” as defined
in Equation 2.25 is the main cause of the disagreement between validation metrics. The
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definition of the “true error” proposed in Oberkampf and Barone (2006) only accounts
for the random uncertainty in the experimental results totally neglecting the systematic
errors associated with the experimental results and model simulations. Moreover, only for
the case of zero systematic errors would E in Equation 2.25 be equivalent to the true error
between the simulation and experimental results. The true error is bounded by the
uncertainty interval presented as Equation 2.2. However, since there is no known way of
evaluating the error associated with the modeling assumptions prior to the validation
efforts, this interval is always unknown. The best case scenario is to isolate this error by
bounding all other errors at the prescribed level of confidence.
This metric by design does not provide any suggestion regarding the adequacy of
the validation experiment. According to the methodology introduced by Oberkampf and
Barone (2006), this decision must be based on the intended uses of the model and is left
solely up to the experimentalist/modeler which is consistent with the author’s opinion.
However, the confidence interval validation metric presented by Oberkampf and Barone
(2006) does not provide a comprehensive description of the noise level of the validation
exercise.
In addition to the previously mentioned differences, the methodology presented in
Oberkampf and Barone (2006) centers the noise level of the validation exercise around
the mean of comparison error results for each validation point instead of the zero point or
zero vector, thus changing the reference point for the validation metric. The author agrees
that this approach is consistent with accepted statistics methodology for determining the
interval around a realization or mean of realizations which contain the true quantity of
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interest. The univariate and multivariate validation methodologies could easily be
extended to coincide with this approach.

III.C Comparison Results and Discussion
In the previous sections, several state of the art validation metrics were discussed
in some detail. This analysis showed that the validation effort may yield quite different
results depending on the quantitative validation methodology used. Examples were used
to demonstrate the disagreement between the multivariate and univariate validation
metrics. In these examples, experimental results were carefully chosen to point out these
discrepancies. An example using ten validation points showed that insufficient evidence
existed to reject the model at the 95% confidence level. However, only 10% of the
validation points fell within UV using the univariate validation metric.
The univariate validation metric is less rigorous compared to the multivariate
validation metric since correlation between comparison error realizations is not
considered. However, obtaining UV is less computationally intensive, and the UV intervals
are easily visualized for many validation points. Moreover, the use of UV can lead to
vastly different validation results when compared to the multivariate metric. Using UV
increases the probability of rejecting a good model and accepting a bad model when
compared to the multivariate validation metric. By extending the UV intervals to the edge
of the 95% confidence iso-probability contour, the true 95% confidence region is
preserved, but the probability of accepting an invalid model is increased. Furthermore,
this area increases as the number of comparison error results used in the validation effort
increases making this method an unsuitable replacement for the multivariate validation
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metric. This area is also affected by the correlation structure in the comparison error
results since the major and minor axes of the iso-probability results are dependent on this
correlation structure.
The multivariate normal PDF is simply an extension of the univariate normal
PDF to multiple dimensions (Montgomery and Runger (2003)). If the set of comparison
error results is assumed to be normally distributed, the multivariate normal PDF can be
utilized since this PDF describes the set of comparison errors with added uncertainties
exactly. The assumption of normality is commonly made and is usually the case when
using UV. Although difficult to visualize for more than a few dimensions, the 95%
confidence iso-probability elliptical contours can be used to more accurately measure the
distance between the PDF clouds of the experimental and simulation results. However,
the methodology presented by Hills and Trucano (1999) does not account for the
numerical error associated with the simulation results. If the numerical error is not
neglected, an additional diagonal matrix must be added to Equation 2.20 to give an
equivalent representation of the uV2 along the diagonal of Σ. The covariance matrix of E
modified to account for numerical uncertainty in the simulation results is presented as
Equation 3.4

where
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(3.5)

Of course, the best case scenario is that the uncertainty associated with the modeling
assumptions is the only unknown. In Equation 3.5, uSN is calculated in the same manner
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as described in the previous chapter. The sum of covariance matrices in Equation 3.4 is
valid since the assumption was made that the characterization of the model input
uncertainties are independent of the experimental uncertainties.
After this substitution, the set of uV's using the methodology presented in
Coleman and Stern (1998) is equivalent to the main diagonal of the covariance matrix
given as Equation 3.4. Both the univariate and multivariate metric provide a best estimate
of the noise level associated with the validation exercise. The confidence interval metric
proposed by Oberkampf and Barone (2006) fails to provide such an estimate. In addition,
the confidence interval metric neglects important sources of uncertainty in the
comparison error including systematic uncertainty in the experimental and simulation
results. The resulting metric describes an interval which contains the true comparison
error if the random uncertainty in the experimental results is the only significant source of
uncertainty. The metric introduced in Oberkampf and Barone (2006) is the least rigorous
of the three studied in this article and should be used only under the assumption that the
systematic uncertainties associated with the experimental and simulation results are zero.
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CHAPTER IV
V&V USING MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS AND MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS
From the information given in the previous chapters, clearly there is a desperate
need for standardized quantitative V&V procedures in the engineering community. There
exist several quantitative validation metrics in the literature that provide methodologies to
estimate the error associated with modeling assumptions provided that benchmark
experimental data exists at similar conditions to the reality of interest being modeled.
Each validation metric has advantages and disadvantages as discussed in Chapters II and
III. In the following section, an end-to-end V&V example using the multivariate
validation metric and Monte Carlo analysis is performed and discussed. In this example,
the validity of a single-zone combustion model used to simulate the electrical output of a
natural gas internal combustion engine/generator set is evaluated. The detailed
calculations can be viewed in Appendix B.

IV.A Experimental Setup
A schematic of the experimental apparatus is presented as Figure 4.1. The
engine/generator set is a 1.5L natural gas internal combustion engine connected to a
15kW generator. This engine/generator set was modified in order to recover waste heat
from the coolant jacket and exhaust gases. Modifications include: removal of the
thermostat used to control the coolant flow, replacement of the conventional belt-driven
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radiator fan with an electric fan, and the addition of instrumentation which is described
later in this chapter.

Figure 4.1. Schematic of the engine/generator set.

The thermostat was removed in order to obtain maximum flow in the coolant line
yielding the maximum possible heat recovery. In addition, the electric radiator fan was
installed to decrease the noise associated with the belt driven fan. The fan is controlled by
a thermostat which monitors the temperature of the coolant into the radiator.
The engine was operated at a constant speed in order to follow an electrical load;
therefore, the fuel input was constantly throttled to meet these requirements. The engine
specifications are presented as Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Engine characteristics.
Make
Model
Type
Number of cylinders
Combustion chamber
Total displacement
Cylinder bore
Piston stroke
Connecting rod length
Compression ratio
Speed

Mitsubishi
4G15-Carburetor
In-line OHV, SOHC
4
Semi spherical type
1468 cm3
75.5 mm
82.0 mm
131 mm
9.0
1800 RPM
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Table 4.1. Engine characteristics (cont’d).
Valve timing

Intake opening
Intake closing
Exhaust opening
Exhaust closing
Fuel injection
Exhaust closing

BTDC 14°
ABDC 48°
BBDC 55°
ATDC 13°
BTDC 35°
ATDC 13°

Each instrument used in the experimentation was either calibrated by the
manufacturer or in-house. Calibration sheets were provided for cases where calibrations
were made by the manufacturer of the instrument. The temperature measurements were
made using resistance temperature detectors (RTD’s). To decrease the systematic
uncertainty associated with the temperature measurements, the RTD’s were calibrated in
a water bath that was outfitted with a constant water recirculation paddle. The water bath
was also equipped with a heating coil and small vapor compression refrigeration system
to adjust the bath temperature providing a range of 0-100°C. The natural gas flowmeter is
a Flocat LA10 laminar flow element device which uses the pressure and viscosity of the
natural gas in the laminar region to produce a linear 4-20mA output. All flowmeters were
calibrated by the manufacturer over a prescribed range similar to the design test
conditions. The total power produced by the generator was measured using an Ohio
Semitronics transducer capable of measuring up to 100,000W.

IV.B Experimental Procedure and Results
The objective of this experiment was to vary the natural gas flowrate on the
engine/generator set in order to monitor the power output of the engine/generator set.
This procedure was accomplished by simply incrementing the load on the generator from
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approximately 2-11kW using an Ohio Semitronics (0-15kW) power transducer to monitor
the process. The experimental results for the total electrical power output are presented in
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Power output vs. fuel input.
Figure 4.2 show that in order to vary the electrical output of the generator from
approximately 2-11kW, the fuel flowrate was varied from approximately 1-3ft3/min.

IV.C Experimental Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty analysis presented in this section was conducted according to
ASME PTC 19.1 (2005). Using this methodology, the standard uncertainty is equivalent
to half the uncertainty as presented in Coleman and Steele (1999) at the 95% confidence
level. The standard uncertainty in a result is shown using the following equation:
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(4.1)

where br is the systematic standard uncertainty in the result, and sr is the standard
deviation* of the result. The standard uncertainty associated with each variable may be
estimated in the same manner as in Equation 4.1. For this experiment, the uncertainties in
each variable were calculated using a combination of manufacturer’s specifications,
calibration data, and engineering judgment/experience. The standard uncertainties
associated with each experimental measurement over the range of test conditions are
given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Standard uncertainties in experimentally measured variables.
Measured Variables

 0
Natural Gas Flowrate -
Power Output ( )

Systematic Standard
Uncertainty
0.007ft3/min

Random Standard
Uncertainty
0.019ft3/min

75W

25W

The multivariate normal PDF cloud for the first two experimental results is plotted
against 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations in Figure 4.3. Notice that the 95% confidence
iso-probability contour of the first two experimental results is tilted with an elongated
major axis. These characteristics are due to shared systematic error sources in the two
realizations of the experimental results stemming from the systematic standard
uncertainties associated with the electrical power output measurement.

*

May also be referred to as the standard random uncertainty in the result
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Figure 4.3. Experimental result PDF cloud.

The percent coverage of the 95% confidence iso-probability contour was found to be
94.5% which closely approximates the 95% confidence assumption.

IV.D Single-Zone Model of Generator Set
The generator set was modeled using a single-zone model that applies the closed
form of the 1st Law of Thermodynamics as the governing equation in single-degree crank
angle (θ) increments. The 1st Law of Thermodynamics for a closed system (neglecting
changes in kinetic and potential energy) with the derivative of cylinder pressure with
respect to crank angle solved for is given in Equation 4.2
N
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where V is the volume inside the combustion chamber, γ is the specific heats ratio of the
gas mixture, P is the instantaneous pressure in the combustion chamber, Qht is the heat
transfer to the cylinder walls, and Qhr is the rate of heat release from the combustion
process. Equation 4.3 was used to calculate the instantaneous volume of the combustion
chamber based on the geometry of the engine cylinder
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where Vd is the displacement volume, y(θ) is the instantaneous piston stroke, r is the
compression ratio, and sc is the piston stroke. The instantaneous piston stroke, y(θ), was
calculated at each crank angle increment using the following equation:
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where lc is the connecting rod length. The derivative of the instantaneous volume with
respect to crank angle may be easily obtained by differentiating Equation 4.3. The heat
transfer rate to the cylinder walls was calculated using the expression derived by
Woschni (1967)
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where As is the instantaneous surface area exposed to the combustion gases, hc is the
temporally and spatially averaged in-cylinder heat transfer coefficient, T is the spatially
averaged in-cylinder gas temperature, Ne is the engine speed, and Tw is the average
cylinder wall temperature. The temporally and spatially averaged in-cylinder heat transfer
coefficient is given in the following equation:
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where b is the cylinder bore diameter, T1 is the reference temperature†, P1 is the reference
pressure, V1 is the reference volume, Pm is the motoring pressure, and C1 and C2 are
constants suggested by Woschni (1967)‡. The motoring pressure is determined based on
the pressure that would occur without combustion. Assuming a polytropic process, the
motoring pressure is defined as the following equation:
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where γ is the ratio of specific heats of the mixture. The rate of heat release was predicted
using a correlation from Heywood (1988) to determine the mass fraction burnt as a
function of crank angle as follows:
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where n and a are constants usually taken as 5 and 2, respectively, θd denotes the duration
of combustion, and θs denotes the start of combustion. Equation 4.9 was then used to
predict the rate of heat release at each crank angle increment
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where Qin is energy input from the fuel calculated using Equation 4.10


¼½¾ ½¾ M

where ρfuel and LHV are the fuel density and lower heating value, respectively.
†
‡

The reference state is taken at intake valve closure
C1 = 2.28 and C2 = 3.24e-3 for combustion and expansion
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(4.10)

The instantaneous in-cylinder pressure at each crank angle increment was solved
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The scheme solves Equation 4.2 over the
entire cycle. The instantaneous spatially averaged in-cylinder gas temperature was
calculated using the equation of state for an ideal gas.
In order to calculate the net work per cycle, Wnet, produced by the generator, the
in-cylinder pressure predicted by the model was numerically integrated during the
compression and expansion strokes over the swept volume. Since the volume increments
obtained from Equation 4.3 were not uniform, the trapezoid rule was used to integrate the
pressure data obtained during the simulation. The friction work (Wf) was then calculated
using the following correlation for friction mean effective pressure by Winterbone
(1986):
?8»
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where Pmax is equal to the maximum predicted in-cylinder pressure (in bar). The brake
work is then equal to the difference between the friction work (Wf) and net work (Wnet) of

the piston. The apparent power output P R was then calculated based on a generator
mechanical efficiency of 90%.

IV.E Simulation Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty in the simulation results is divided into three categories as
follows:
1) Uncertainty due to model inputs
2) Uncertainty due to numerical error
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3) Uncertainty due to modeling assumptions
Since there is no known way of estimating the uncertainty due to modeling assumptions a
priori, the uncertainty due to model inputs and numerical error were the main focus.
The numerical error in the model consists of numerical error in the integration of
the pressure data, and round off error. These errors were very small in comparison to the
errors introduced due to variation in the model inputs, therefore the numerical errors were
not considered in this uncertainty analysis.
The uncertainty due to model inputs was calculated using two different methods:
1) Monte Carlo analysis, and 2) first-order sensitivity analysis. The model inputs and
standard uncertainty estimates are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Model inputs and standard uncertainty estimates.
Systematic Standard
Uncertainty
0.25K

Random Standard
Uncertainty
1.709K

Initial Pressure (P1)

20kPa

-

Initial Volume (V1)

0.02L

-

Ratio of Specific Heats (γ)

Natural Gas Flowrate -½¾
0

0.028

-

Measured Variables
Initial Temperature (T1)

Natural Gas Density (ρfuel)
Engine Speed (Ne)

3

0.007ft /min

0.019ft3/min

0.035kg/m3

-

10rpm

-

20K

-

Wall Temperature (Tw)

Assuming an appropriate number of samples and a linear model, the results from the
Monte Carlo analysis should approach the results from the first-order sensitivity analysis
if a sufficient number of samples are used.
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The sensitivities of the simulation results with respect to each variable were
calculated numerically using a forward finite difference operator at each fuel flowrate
increment. This operator is presented as Equation 4.12.
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Equation 2.17 was used to calculate the covariance matrix using a first order sensitivity
analysis creating a matrix containing the variances of each model input along the
diagonal. The off-diagonal terms in the covariance matrix for the input parameters
represent correlation associated with the uncertainties of the model input parameters. For
this particular case, the correlation stems from the systematic uncertainties associated
with the input parameters. Furthermore, the variances were calculated based on the
uncertainty in the model inputs as described in the previous chapters. The PDF cloud of
the simulation results is presented as Figure 4.4.
The uncertainties in the simulation results and experimental results were
combined using Equation 2.20 assuming that the model inputs and experimental
observations were uncorrelated. Once the covariance matrix of the comparison errors was
estimated, Equation 2.22 was used to evaluate the noise level of the validation exercise
based on the multivariate normal PDF. The metric (r2) was then compared to a Chi-

squared (b2Ä,Å R random variable at 100(1-α)% confidence and ν degrees of freedom as
described in the previous chapters.
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Figure 4.4. Simulation result PDF cloud.

Using the Monte Carlo analysis, the covariance matrix for the simulation results
was calculated based on 10,000 samples taken at each fuel flowrate increment using the
following equation:
Sº

,W W

1
 -§,Æ

f Æf

§0-¨,Æ

¨0

(4.13)

where a and b are the random variables, i.e. comparison error results (from Monte Carlo
simulations). A histogram of the 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations for the first model
simulation result with added uncertainties is presented as Figure 4.5 below.
The histogram was plotted against the univariate normal probability curve derived
using the standard deviation calculated using uncertainty analysis and the Monte Carlo
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simulations. The results presented in Figure 4.5 show that the simulation results do not
exactly follow the normal distribution derived using univariate uncertainty analysis as
presented in Coleman and Steele (1999).

Figure 4.5. Histogram of Monte Carlo simulations.

This complicates the uncertainty analysis a great deal since the assumption that the
results follow a normal distribution was made from the beginning. The reason for this
nonlinear behavior is the large uncertainties in the model inputs due to the simplified
assumptions used to create the single-zone combustion model (i.e. nonlinear
sensitivities). The sensitivity of power output to the ratio of specific heats is presented for
all fuel flowrate increments using a forward and backward finite difference scheme in
Figure 4.6. The perturbation was chosen as half the standard uncertainty in the ratio of
specific heats.
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Figure 4.6 shows that the sensitivity of power output to the ratio of specific heats
(γ) is not linear over the standard uncertainty interval. Therefore, traditional first-order
sensitivity analysis is not appropriate for this example. This topic is discussed further in
the following sections.

Figure 4.6. Sensitivity of power output to ratio of specific heats (γ).

The validation metric given as Equation 2.22 was used to determine the level of
validation (i.e. the noise level of the validation exercise) using the covariance matrices
generated with each method described earlier. For the first two comparison error results,
95% confidence iso-probability contours were generated using the covariance matrix
from both the first-order sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulations. The results
from both the first-order sensitivity analysis and the Monte Carlo analysis are plotted in
Figure 4.7 against the 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 4.7 illustrates the reason
care must be taken when using a first-order sensitivity method. This plot is created by
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plotting the Monte Carlo simulations for the comparison error results (E1k, E2k) against
the 95% confidence iso-probability contours. As stated earlier, the sensitivity coefficients
are not linear within the uncertainty bands associated with the input parameters.
Therefore, the iso-probability contours for both methods (first-order sensitivity and
Monte Carlo) do not line up exactly.

Figure 4.7. Monte Carlo simulations plotted against 95% confidence contours.

Clearly, the minor axes of the two ellipses shown in Figure 4.7 are much
different. The eigenvalues of the covariance matrices are proportional to the lengths of
the major and minor axes of the iso-probability ellipses and are given in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Comparison of eigenvalues from covariance matrices.

Minor axis
Major axis

Monte Carlo analysis
191359
631349

Sensitivity analysis
29341
658503

The difference in minor axis is due to large uncertainties in the model input parameters.
The 95% confidence iso-probability contour constructed using the first-order sensitivity
analysis only accounted for 63.1% of the Monte Carlo simulations. Therefore, the firstorder sensitivity analysis is not suitable for this validation effort. In addition, using the
covariance matrix generated from Monte Carlo analysis in the validation metric is not
exact since the PDF of the simulation results may not be multivariate normal. However,
Figure 4.7 shows that this assumption is not out of the question. The 95% contour
constructed using the Monte Carlo analysis accounted for 94.8% of the Monte Carlo
simulations.
In order to find the exact probability density function of the simulation results
with added uncertainties, a mathematical description of the probability density function
must be defined using an infinite number of randomly generated samples for ndimensions. This route is beyond the scope of this dissertation and is too computationally
expensive; therefore, the following iso-probability contour plot was created for the two
comparison error results using a multidimensional histogram. The histogram for the first
two simulation results is presented as Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Probability distribution of simulation results using 3-D histogram.

The iso-probability contours shown in Figure 4.8 resemble ellipses. By plotting the
ellipses obtained using the Monte Carlo analysis against the contours from Figure 4.8, we
can show how closely the elliptical contours created using the Monte Carlo analysis
approximate the true PDF iso-probability contours. This plot is presented as Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Contours from Monte Carlo and 3-D histogram results.
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The dashed lines in Figure 4.9 represent approximate 95% confidence iso-probability
contours for both the multivariate normal PDF and the actual probability distribution of
our comparison error results obtained from the 3-D histogram. The covariance matrix
used in the mathematical description of the multivariate normal distribution was obtained
using the Monte Carlo simulations. Of course, the contours for the actual distribution
could not be fully resolved due to limited computer resources (finite number of histogram
bins). This figure illustrates that the results using the Monte Carlo analysis closely
approximate the true PDF of the comparison error results. Figure 4.10 shows the results
from the 3-D histogram plotted against the results from the first-order sensitivity analysis.
Figure 4.10 shows that the results from the first-order sensitivity analysis do not closely
approximate the true iso-probability contours of the comparison error results. As stated
earlier, this is because the sensitivities are non-linear within the model input
uncertainties.
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Figure 4.10. Contours from uncertainty analysis and 3-D histogram results.

Though a “good” model may be validated using either distribution, there exists
cases where insufficient evidence to reject the model exists using the multivariate normal
PDF while the true probability distribution would provide evidence to do so (according
to Hills (2006)). An example of this case is when the vector of comparison error results
lies inside the 95% contour using the multivariate normal PDF (an approximation to the
true probability distribution) and outside the 95% iso-probability contour using the actual
probability distribution of the comparison error results. A case could also be devised
where sufficient evidence exists to reject the model using the metric derived using the
multivariate normal PDF when in fact, the experimental result pair lies inside the 95%
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confidence contour of the actual probability distribution of simulation results. This case is
illustrated in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11. Rejecting a valid model.

These are the types of problems faced when trying to validate nonlinear models having
large uncertainties. In addition, this problem becomes even more difficult as the number
of dimensions (number of realization in the validation experiment) increases. In the
following section, the results from the validation experiments are examined using the
first-order sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the covariance
matrix used in the validation metric derived from the multivariate normal PDF.
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IV.F Validation Results
Recall that validation experiments were performed in order to validate a model
used to simulate the electrical power output of an engine/generator set. The experimental
and simulation results are plotted together in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12. Thermal efficiency vs. fuel flowrate.

In order to prevent making a common mistake in engineering judgment where the results
are discussed only in a qualitative manner, we will only discuss the results from the
quantitative validation efforts here. The first two data points of the electrical power
output are shown plotted against the Monte Carlo results with the approximate 95%
confidence contours using the two methods for estimating the covariance matrix as
discussed earlier. The vector of comparison error results for the first two realizations of
the validation exercise falls within the approximate 95% confidence contours obtained
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using both methods of estimating the covariance matrix for the multivariate validation
metric as shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13. Thermal efficiency validation results.

Equation 2.22 was used to compare the multivariate metric (r2) to bc,e
with two degrees

of freedom at 95% confidence which is equal to 5.99. The sensitivity analysis and Monte
Carlo analysis yielded r2 values of 0.294 and 0.098, respectively. Therefore, according to
Hills (2006) there was not sufficient evidence to reject the model of generator power
output over the first two validation realizations. The r2 metric was then used as the metric
over the entire range of realizations in the validation exercise. An r2 value of 7.961 and
3.111 was calculated using the sensitivity analysis and the Monte Carlo simulation,
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respectively. Since there were a total of 20 realizations of the validation experiment, the

at twenty degrees of freedom and 95% confidence was used to determine
value of bc,e

whether there was sufficient evidence to reject the model over the entire range of the


validation exercise. Since bf.fg,f
is equal to 31.41, we failed to reject the model of

generator power output over the entire range of validation experiments using the
methodology proposed in Hills and Trucano (1999).
The next step in the V&V effort would be to refine the model to capture more of
the physics associated with the sensible exhaust enthalpy. This could inherently reduce

the error associated with modeling assumptions. These changes could be as simple as
adding a temperature dependency to the ratio of specific heats, or as complicated as
redefining the model entirely.
In the next chapter, and end-to-end example of the V&V processes is presented
using univariate statistics.
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CHAPTER V
V&V USING UNIVARIATE STATISTICS

In the following section, an end-to-end V&V example using the univariate
validation metric is conducted and discussed. In this example, the validity of a
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model used to simulate a meso-scale methane
combustor is evaluated. The detailed calculations for this example may be viewed in
Appendix C.

V.A Experimental Setup
The high energy density of hydrocarbon fuels makes small-scale combustion an
attractive alternative to conventional power generation systems, i.e. conventional
batteries. The most significant problem associated with small scale combustors is their
large surface area to volume ratios resulting in relatively large amounts of heat loss to the
surroundings. This problem can be mitigated through the utilization of porous inert
media (PIM) and heat recirculation, both of which are used to redistribute, to the
reactants, the heat that would otherwise be lost to the surroundings. The PIM also assists
in combustion stabilization by providing a more uniform velocity profile and an anchor
for the flame. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict the meso-scale, heat recirculating combustor
used in experiments conducted by Agrawal and Marbach (2005). The term meso-scale is
a term used to describe a combustor that has a diameter larger than the quenching
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diameter* but smaller than
han a few centimeters. The outer diameter of the combustor is
41mm, and the length of the combustor is 100mm.

Figure 5.1. Meso-scale
scale combustor (Marbach (2005)).

Figure 5.2. Meso-scale combustor
ombustor schematic (Marbach (2005)).

*

The quenching diameter is the smallest diameter possible to sustain a flame.
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The outer and inner tubes making up the annulus are 3.5mm thick and were machined
from stainless steel. The lid and base, also stainless steel, are 3.5mm thick as well. To
enhance the heat recirculating capabilities of the combustor, a 25mm long piece of
carbon, SiC, coated porous inert media (PIM) was positioned at the base of the
combustion chamber. Methane and air were injected through six equally spaced ports at
the top of the annulus so that the equivalence ratio was equal to 0.5. The desired cold
flow average velocity at the exit of the PIM was 1m/s. Thus, the total mass flow rate was
approximately 0.370g/s calculated from Equation 5.1
¸

  ½¾

¼Å³

(5.1)

where mfuel is the fuel mass flow rate, ma is the air mass flow rate, ρ is the density of the
fluid, v is the average velocity of the fluid, and Ac is the cross sectional area of the
combustion chamber. The uncertainties in the air and fuel mass flow rates were 0.90 and
0.015 standard liters per minute (slm), respectively. Both the methane and air flow
through the annulus and PIM. The mixture is then ignited and a flame is stabilized on the
surface of the PIM.

Twelve trials were performed, and the temperature data was

collected at the combustor outlet (z = 63mm) using a 3-way manual traversing system.
The data and its measurement uncertainty are presented in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Temperature data and measurement uncertainty (Marbach (2005)).

V.B Model Description
A model used to simulate the combustion inside a meso-scale combustor was
outline by Marbach (2005). The flow associated with this particular problem is laminar
(Re~1300), and the combustion of Methane is a very common problem. Thus, a full
scale combustion model seemed to be overkill. Most of the fuel/air mixture is comprised
of air, so temperature dependent thermo-physical properties of air were used to
characterize the fluid.

The equations that follow are the conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy equations, respectively, that are discretized and solved in the
numerical simulation. Equation 5.2 represents the conservation of mass equation where
vz is the axial velocity component, vr is the radial velocity component, and Sm is a mass
source term.
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,

(5.2)

Equations 5.3 and 5.4 are the momentum equations in the axial and radial directions,
respectively.
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r r ∂v
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In Equations 5.3 and 5.4, ∇ ⋅ v = z + r + r , SZ is the momentum source term in the
∂z
∂r
r

axial direction, and Sr is the momentum source term in the radial direction. Equation 5.5
is the energy equation used in the numerical analysis.
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Where cp is the specific heat capacity of the fluid, k is the conductivity of the fluid, and
SE is the energy source term.
To simulate the heat released during the combustion reaction, a reaction zone was
included in the model where a volumetric heat release rate was prescribed. The
volumetric heat release rate is presented as Equation 5.6
 ,

½¾ M
È
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(5.6)

where Vrz is the volume of the reaction zone. The length of the reaction zone in a
laminar, methane flame is on the order of 1 mm (Turns (2000)).. Thus, Vrz was modeled
as 1mm thick disk located on the surface of the porous media shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Meso-scale
scale combustor m
model schematic.

A volumetric mass source term was used to specify the mass flow rate of the reactants
using Equation 5.7.
(5.7)

In Equation 5.7, Vms is the volume of the mass source zone. Vms was modeled as a 1mm
thick disk located at the annulus entrance. Equations 5.6 and 5.7 are included in the
source terms in the conservation of energy and conservation of mass equations,
respectively.
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To simulate the pressure drop associated with the PIM, a sink term was added to
both the radial and axial momentum equations. The magnitude of the sink was calculated
using Equation 5.8.

,

¤f |Å|Î]

(5.8)

The constants C0 and C1 were empirically determined to be 11,421 and 1.17, respectively
(Marbach (2005)). The thermal conductivity of the PIM zone was assumed to be the
volume averaged conductivity represented by the following equation:
ÍÈ

ÏÍ  P1

ÏRÍ´

(5.9)

where k is the conductivity of the fluid, ks is the conductivity of the solid material in the
PIM zone (ks = 20.0W/m-K), and φ is the porosity of the PIM reported by the
manufacturer (φ = 0.80).
The radiation heat transfer was characterized by the discrete ordinates (DO)
model. In the DO model, the amount of heat transferred by radiation was calculated by
dividing the view factor from each cell into 4NθNζ solid angles (for a 2D, axisymmetric
model). The recommended theta (θ) and phi (ζ) divisions for this particular problem
were both equal to 3. Thus, the total number of solid angles associated with each cell
was 36. The radiation intensity was included in the energy equation as a source term.
Another issue was the heat transferred from the outer surface of the combustor to
the surroundings. Heat was transferred to the surroundings via free convection on the
external surface of the combustor. It was assumed that the average convective heat
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transfer coefficient could be calculated using the flat plate correlations for laminar free
convection shown in Equations 5.10 and 5.11 (Incropera and Dewitt (1996)).
B
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(5.11)

In Equations 5.10 and 5.11, L is the length of the combustor, k is the conductivity of the
fluid at the film temperature, Pr is the Prandtl number, and GrL is the Grashof number.
The surrounding temperature and pressure were taken to be 300K and 101,325Pa,
respectively.
A no slip boundary condition was prescribed at the inner walls of the combustor.
The exit of the combustion chamber was treated as a pressure outlet to the surroundings,
and the heat transfer from the outside surface of the combustor to the surroundings was
calculated using Equation 5.12.
Ô
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(5.12)

In Equation 5.12, Ts is the surface temperature, T∞ is the temperature of the surroundings,

εext is the emissivity of the external surface (εext = 0.80), and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. The numerical solution was performed using Fluent, a commercially available
CFD software package.

V.C V&V exercise
For the V&V procedure outlined in this chapter, the experimental uncertainty
analysis was performed in accordance with ASME PTC 19.1 (2005). The random
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standard uncertainty, sr, associated with the temperature measurements at the exit of the
combustor was calculated using the standard deviation of the measurements.

The

systematic standard uncertainty, br, was taken from the manufacturer’s specification sheet
to be 1K. Equation 4.1 was used to calculate the total standard uncertainty in the
experimental result at each data point just as in the example in Chapter IV.
In this example, the numerical error contributed significantly to the overall
comparison error. One component of uSN was found to be significant: uncertainty due to
insufficient spatial discretization, uG. The method used to estimate uG is outlined in
Roache (1998). If we consider m grids, the grid refinement ratio is represented in
Equation 5.13.


B,
B,W

(5.13)

Where the hm’s are the grid spacings corresponding to m sequentially refined grids. The
solutions, S, obtained using each grid were used to evaluate the convergence type. For
this particular validation procedure, a grid refinement ratio of two (rG = 2) was used to
build three (m = 3) sequentially refined grids. The grid spacing ranged from 1mm to 0.25
mm. Thus, three solutions were obtained as follows: fine SG1, medium SG2, and coarse
SG3. For clarity, Figure 5.5 shows only a portion of the solution results using the different
grid refinements. Of course, uG is only calculated for the solution obtained with fine grid
spacing, SG1. Thus, the 0.25 mm grid was chosen for this V&V effort.
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Figure 5.5. Portion of the grid refinement results.

Equation 5.14 was used to determine the type of grid convergence achieved (Stern et. al.
(2001)).
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As shown in Figure 5.5, the solutions converge as the mesh is refined. Thus, monotonic
convergence (R<1) was achieved in this particular situation, and Richardson
Extrapolation was used to estimate uSN for this particular problem (Equation 5.14). The
order of accuracy of the method was found using Equation 5.15.
»
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(5.15)

To determine uncertainty associated with model inputs, uSPD, a first-order
sensitivity analysis was performed. All of the appropriate input parameters (φ, ks, ma, mf,
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C0, and C1) were considered. To estimate the model’s sensitivity to the input parameters,
each input parameter was perturbed a small amount, and the change in the outlet
temperature profile was recorded. The outlet temperature profile is comprised of many
nodes, and there is a sensitivity coefficient associated with each nodal result.

The

sensitivity coefficients are calculated by dividing the change in the nodal outlet
temperatures by the input perturbation. The perturbation amount was decreased until the
sensitivity calculation converged. This convergence was reached with a perturbation
amount of 0.1%. Summarizing the results of the sensitivity analysis, the sensitivity
coefficients associated with the center node (z=63mm, r=0mm) of the outlet temperature
profile are presented in Table 5.1. Analysis was conducted to assure the sensitivities were
linear within the model input uncertainties.

Table 5.1. Sensitivity coefficients.
Input Parameters Sensitivity Coefficients
ma (kg/s)
-3.89e+06
mf (kg/s)
1.24e+08
C0 (dimensionless)
3.63e-04
C1 (dimensionless)
8.24e+ 00
ks (W/m-K)
5.07e-01
-4.88e+01
φ (dimensionless)

The sensitivity analysis revealed that ma and mf were the only significant inputs.

The

remaining inputs accounted for only 0.18% of the total uncertainty. Thus, uSPD was
calculated using Equation 5.16 as follows:
&
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(5.16)

where ,Ø is the uncertainty in the air mass flowrate, and ,ÙÚÛÜ is the uncertainty in

the fuel mass flow rate. The sensitivity coefficients were used to approximate the exact
partial derivative terms shown in Equation 5.16.

V.D Univariate V&V Results
A graphical comparison of the experimental and the simulation results is shown in
Figure 5.6. The position of each experimental measurement does not correspond exactly
to a node in the model. As a result, a curve was fit to the simulation results and
corresponding uncertainties so that the simulation and experimental results could be
compared properly.
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Figure 5.6. Experimental data and simulation results.

Figure 5.7 presents the univariate validation uncertainty and the comparison error for the
temperature at the exit of the combustor. The comparison shows that |E| > uV, and the
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model is only validated at the |E| level over the entire temperature profile. For the
purpose of this V&V effort, we wish for |E| < uV . Thus, to achieve validation at the uV
level, |E| must be reduced below uV by refining the modeling assumptions.
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Figure 5.7. Comparison error and validation uncertainty.

The simulation results showed an overestimation of the outlet temperature.
Consequently, the modeling assumptions were investigated to determine the cause of the
discrepancy. The initial specific heat capacity considered was that of pure air. In reality,
the combustion products are a combination of air, water, and carbon dioxide as shown in
Equation 5.17.

¤Ñ  4PL  3.76¬ R Ý ¤L  2 L  2L  15.04¬

(5.17)

Pure air contains mostly diatomic molecules. However, the actual products of the lean
combustion of methane contain large numbers of triatomic molecules. Thus, the specific
heat assumed initially was underestimated, contributing to the product gas temperature
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overestimation.

The revised specific heat model that was chosen is a molar based

average specific heat which includes a step change at the preheat temperature, Tp ~ 546
K. The mixture calculations were made using temperature dependent molecular specific
heat data (Turns (2000)). If the fluid temperature, Tfluid, was found to be less than Tp, the
specific heat of the reactant mixture was used. Conversely, the specific heat of the
product mixture was used if Tfluid was greater than Tp as shown in Figure 5.8. This model
was chosen because the combustion process was completed in a very short zone (~ 1
mm). The assumption was that the combustion process was completed once the fluid
temperature increased beyond the preheat temperature.
The results stemming from the first model revision show that many of the points
in the temperature profile at the exit of the combustor were validated at the uV level.
These results are presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. However, the outlet temperature near

specific heat capacity (J/kg-K)

the combustor wall continued to be overestimated.
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Figure 5.8. Specific heat capacity.
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Figure 5.9. Simulation results for revision 1.

Figure 5.10. Comparison error and validation uncertainty for revision 1.
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The program objectives for this particular example required that the comparison error
results be below the noise level of the validation exercise at every point along the
temperature profile. Therefore, the model assumptions were investigated a second time.
The convection coefficient calculated in the V&V study presented above did not account
for the curvature of the outside surface of the combustor. This assumption is valid only if
the inequality presented in Equation 5.18 is true (Cebeci (1974)).
M
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The combustor geometry does not follow the criterion specified in Equation 5.18. Thus,
the original assumption is erroneous, and the convection coefficient should be multiplied
by a scaling factor, F, as shown in Equation 5.19 (Cebeci (1974)).
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The initial heat transfer coefficient, and, consequently, the amount of heat transferred to
the surroundings was underestimated which also contributed to the temperature
overestimation. Revision 2 included both the revised specific heat model and external
heat transfer coefficient. The results are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Figure 5.12
shows that with the revisions to the modeling assumptions, the model is now validated at
the uV level over the entire temperature profile. Thus, further model improvements would
be futile unless an uncertainty threshold had been specified with a magnitude below that
of uV.
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Figure 5.11. Simulation results for revision 2.

Figure 5.12. Comparison error and validation uncertainty for revision 2.
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V.E Discussion of Univariate V&V Results
A meso-scale combustor was validated using univariate quantitative verification
and validation (V&V) procedures. Using the methodology introduced by Coleman and
Stern (1998), the level at which validation was achieved was investigated. For the first
validation experiment, the temperature profile at the exit of the combustor was overpredicted due to over simplistic modeling assumptions. The V&V processes were utilized
to evaluate the magnitude of the error associated with these modeling assumptions. To
decrease the error associated with the modeling assumptions, the assumed physics of the
model were investigated further which resulted in a revised set of assumptions including
new characterizations for the average heat transfer coefficient and the specific heat of the
working fluid. After the appropriate changes to the model were implemented, validation
at the uV level was achieved.
This example shows the importance of the steps which can be taken to increase
the probability of a successful validation. Though these steps are independent of the
validation measure as shown in Figure 3.1, they are critical to the V&V effort. While the
availability of benchmark experimental solutions lay the foundation on which we build
the validation experiment, correct physical interpretation of the reality of interest is key.
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CHAPTER VI
MODULAR UNCERTAINTY TECHNIQUES
Many times, experimental data is recorded for large systems made up of many
components each with its own data reduction equation(s). Similarly, there are also times
when a model simulation may provide many different outputs of interest. There is a need
for techniques that can be used to easily connect components/data reduction equations
having outputs that may be inputs to adjacent components. These techniques could be
used to quantify the uncertainties associated with many outputs which correspond to
quantities of interest in the V&V processes. In this chapter, the construction and
application of this methodology will be discussed.

VI.A Derivation of Methodology
First, the general case is considered where G1, G2,…, Gn is a set of
components/data reduction equations each with associated external inputs (X1, X2,…, Xn)
and outputs (r1, r2,…, rn). This general system is illustrated by Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Schematic for a hypothetical system of interest.
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Note that some outputs become inputs to adjacent components in the system. These
outputs are referred to as internal inputs.
Though Figure 6.1 shows the components being in series, there could be a
combination of series and parallel arrangements. In addition, the inputs and outputs could
be connected to multiple components as will be shown in an example later in this chapter.
Thus, the following derivation of modular uncertainty techniques may be used with all
system configurations.
A Taylor series expansion about the nominal outputs (r1, r2, …,rn) is shown as the
following system of equations:
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where H.O.T represent the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion. After the
H.O.T. are truncated, the set of equations presented as Equation 6.1 can be written in
matrix form (partitioned by submatrices) as follows:

(6.2)

For simplicity we will write Equation 6.2 in the form presented as Equation 6.3.
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(6.3)

In Equation 6.3, θ (mx1) is the vector of outputs/internal inputs, ∆GX (nxn) and ∆Gθ
(nxm) are the matrices containing the sensitivities with respect to the external inputs and
outputs/internal inputs, respectively, and X (nx1) is the matrix of external inputs. Notice
that the vector of inputs may be evaluated using Equation 6.4.

(6.4)

Again, for simplicity the equation is written in the following form:
(6.5)

where 0 is a matrix of zeros, and I is an mxm identity matrix (also called the internal
input connectivity matrix). The components of the matrix equation presented as Equation
6.5 are explained further in an example later in this dissertation.
If Equation 6.5 is substituted into Equation 6.3, we arrive at the following
expression for the vector of outputs/internal inputs (θ):
®

where


) +
0

(6.6)

(6.7)
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In Equation 6.7, W is a matrix of partial derivatives of each output of interest with respect
to the external inputs only. Therefore, the columns of W corresponding to the range (j)
greater than the number of external inputs (columnsj>columnsn) must be deleted. As
stated earlier, n is the number of external inputs.
Now that an expression for the vector of outputs in terms of the inputs,
connectivity matrix, and sensitivity coefficients has been derived, an expression for the
covariance matrix for the entire system must be constructed using Equation 6.8 (expected
value of θθT).

¤

P®® u R

(6.8)

Substituting in Equation 6.8 for the vector of outputs (θ), the matrix equation used to find
the covariance matrix of the entire system is obtained and is presented as Equation 9.
¤
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(6.9)

In Equation 6.9, Cu is the covariance matrix based on the standard uncertainties in the
external inputs. In order to construct Cu, the standard systematic and random uncertainties
associated with the external inputs with associated correlation structure must be known.
Cu is then derived starting with the following equation for the errors (e) associated with
the external inputs:
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where ε and β are the random and systematic errors, respectively. Also, the assumption
that there is no correlation between the random and systematic errors is made. Equation
6.10 can be partitioned as shown in Equation 6.11.
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(6.11)

For most applications the elements of the M matrix (nxp correlation identification matrix)
are determined using Equation 6.12.
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The covariance matrix for the external inputs is then found using Equations 6.13 and
6.14.
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The matrix containing submatrices I and M comes out of the expected value operator in
Equation 6.13 since they are constant matrices. In Equation 6.14, Cε and Cβ are diagonal
matrices with the squared standard random and systematic uncertainties along the main
diagonals, respectively. One equation which can be used to calculate Cu is presented as
Equation 6.15:

and
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(6.15)

(6.16)

where B (nxp) is a correlation structure identification matrix, B is a copy of M with
standard uncertainties in place of the ones, Cε (nxn) is a diagonal matrix of standard
random uncertainties, and Cβ (pxp) is a matrix of standard systematic uncertainties
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including the off-diagonal covariance terms which account for correlation between
variables due to common systematic error sources. Note that p is the number of
systematic error sources, and n is the number of external inputs. The final equation for Cu
is presented as Equation 6.17.
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(6.17)

The construction of B is discussed in detail in the following section.
The structure of the matrix M is critical in that this matrix identifies the
correlation structure between external inputs. For example, consider a problem with three
significant parameters x, y, and z. Each parameter has an associated systematic error
source that is not shared by the other parameters (b1, b2, and b3). In addition, an additional
systematic error source is shared by parameters x and z (b4). Each row in M corresponds
to an external input (x, y, and z), and each column corresponds to a systematic error
source (four in this case). Column 4 contains the shared systematic error source for
parameters x and z. Therefore, a one appears in cells B1,4 and B3,4 in accordance with
Equation 12. The correlation identification matrix, M, is presented as Equation 6.18.
ã
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(6.18)

Note that B is simply a copy of M with standard systematic uncertainties in place of the
ones. The B matrix for this simple example is presented as Equation 6.19.
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Assuming no correlation between random error sources, Cε is a diagonal matrix with the
squared standard random uncertainties (s2) located along the main diagonal shown as
Equation 6.20 for this example.
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The covariance matrix associated with the external inputs constructed using Equation 14
contains the squared standard uncertainties along the diagonal and covariance terms in
the off-diagonals as shown in Equation 6.21.
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The result of Equation 6.21 is a matrix containing the standard uncertainties associated
with the system external inputs along the main diagonal. The off-diagonal contains the
covariance terms between external inputs which provide information about the
relationship between the uncertainties of these inputs.
After calculating the appropriate sensitivities, Equation 6.7 and 6.9 could be used
to construct the covariance matrix for the output(s) of interest.

VI.B Micro-CHP Efficiency Example
One of an infinite number of situations where modular uncertainty techniques are
useful is in the thermal analysis of a micro-CHP system where many components are
used to provide cooling, heating, and power to a building. This type of problem involves
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complex piping and electrical networks along with equipment such as engines, heat
exchangers, absorption chillers, cooling towers, pumps, and air handling equipment.

VI.B.1 Experimental Setup and Data Reduction Equations
The example presented in this chapter is composed of a natural gas fired
engine/generator set used to provide power (0-15kW) to a building housing an office and
shop area. For cooling and heating purposes, the engine/generator set is equipped with a
plate-fin and finned-tube heat exchanger used to recover heat from the engine coolant and
exhaust, respectively. The experimental apparatus is instrumented with transducers used
to measure everything from the fuel input to the engine to the temperatures and flowrate
through the coolant jacket. A schematic of the experimental setup is presented as Figure
6.2 below.

Figure 6.2. Schematic of the micro-CHP system.
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Since the heat exchangers are insulated, the amount of heat lost to the
surroundings was neglected. Equation 6.22 and 6.23 were used to calculate the heat
transfer rates in the coolant heat exchanger (H-X1).
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(6.23)

In Equation 6.22 and 6.23 the subscripts h and c denote the hot and cold fluids,
respectively. The heat transfer between the fluids in the exhaust heat exchanger (H-X2)
was calculated using the following equations:
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(6.25)

where AF is the air-fuel ratio based on a stoichiometric reaction. This assumption is made
since the engine is a spark-ignition engine which must operate with an air-fuel ratio close
to the stoichiometric value in order to function properly. The data reduction equations
used to calculate the effectiveness of each heat exchanger are presented as Equations 6.26
and 6.27.
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Finally, the CHP thermal efficiency was calculated using Equation 6.28.
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(6.26)

(6.27)
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A schematic illustrating the flow of information through the data reduction equations is
presented as Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3 shows the relationship between the inputs (internal
and external) and outputs of the system.

Coolant
Inputs

Fuel

Plate-Fin Heat
Transfer

Engine

Qin
Generator
Power Output

Qh1

Water
Inputs

Qh2

Qh1

Qc1

Exhaust
Inputs

Water
Inputs

Finned-Tube Heat
Transfer

Qh2

Qc2

CHP Efficiency

H-X Effectiveness

H-X Effectiveness

ηCHP

ε1

ε2

Figure 6.3. Flow of information through the data reduction equations

Data was recorded under steady state conditions every five minutes for a period of
three hours and fifty minutes resulting in seventy data points. This example represents
experimental results recorded under steady state conditions; therefore, the results
presented are indicative of one realization of the experimental results averaged over a
period of time. Of course, in order to analyze n data points in a similar manner, this
routine would simply need to be performed n times.
Table 6.1 presents nominal values of the input parameters with associated
systematic and random standard uncertainties. The standard uncertainty estimates were
estimated using a combination of statistical calculations, manufacturer’s specification
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sheets, calibration data, and engineering judgment. Variables Tc1i and Tc1o were calibrated
at the same time and position in a constant temperature water bath; therefore, there was
correlation between the systematic uncertainties in these two variables. The same
procedure was used to calibrate Th1i and Th2o. This correlation was accounted for
according to ASME PTC 19.1 (2005). The transducers used to measure the exhaust
temperatures were not calibrated in house since the temperature range was outside of the
capability of the calibration equipment. Furthermore, all flowrate transducers were
calibrated by the manufacturers in order to assure quality measurements.
The random standard uncertainty was calculated based on the standard deviation
of the mean of the seventy measurements.

Table. 6.1. Experimental measurements and input parameters.
Parameter
Fuel density, ρfuel (kg/m3)

Fuel flowrate, ½¾
(m3/hr)
Lower heating value , LHV (kJ/kg)
Coolant density, ρh (kg/m3)
Coolant specific heat, cph (J/kg-K)
Coolant flowrate, ° (m3/hr)
H-X1 coolant inlet temp., Th1i (K)
H-X1 coolant outlet temp., Th1o (K)
H-X1 water density, ρc1 (kg/m3)
H-X2 water density, ρc2 (kg/m3)
H-X1 water specific heat, cpc1 (J/kg-K)
H-X2 water specific heat, cpc2 (J/kg-K)
Water flowrate,  (m3/s)
H-X1 water inlet temp.,Tc1i (K)
H-X1 water outlet temp., Tc1o* (K)
*

Nominal
Value
0.700
4.486
46500
1039
3519
0.545
358.2
349.3
980.5
978.9
4186
4188
1.335
337.2
340.7

Random
standard
Uncertainty
2.22E-06
1.17E-07
0.098
0.081
1.20E-07
0.113
0.097

Systematic
standard
Uncertainty
3.50E-03
8.32E-06
4.65E+05
5.197
17.59
1.26E-05
0.180
0.180
4.902
4.894
20.93
20.94
9.27E-07
0.180
0.180

This measurement is also used as the water inlet temperature in the exhaust heat exchanger.
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Table. 6.1. Experimental measurements and input parameters (cont’d)
H-X2 water outlet temp., Tc2o (K)
H-X2 exhaust inlet temp., Th2i (K)
H-X2 exhaust outlet temp., Th2o (K)
Air-fuel ratio, AF
Exhaust specific heat, cpexh (J/kg-K)
Electric power output,  (W)

342.9
742.5
368.7
15.338
1047.6
10699

0.087
0.612
0.162
17.07

0.180
0.500
0.500
0.500
26.19
37.50

The output variables of interest including nominal values and standard
uncertainties for each are presented in Table 6.2. In addition to the nominal values, the
total uncertainty (ur) in each variable calculated using the techniques presented in ASME
PTC 19.1 and Coleman and Steele (1999) is presented for the purpose of comparison
with the modular uncertainty techniques presented in this chapter. Equations 6.29-6.31
present the equations used to calculate the total standard uncertainty in the output
variables of interest.
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(6.30)

(6.31)

In Equations 6.29-6.31, the subscript r represents the output of interest determined from n

variables or external inputs (Xi). In addition, ¨"/ "ô is a covariance estimator discussed in
Coleman and Steele (1999).
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Table 6.2. Output variables with nominal values
Output Variable
Fuel energy input (Qin)
Coolant HTR H-X1 (Qh1)
Water HTR H-X1 (Qc1)
Exhaust HTR H-X2 (Qh2)
Water HTR H-X2 (Qc2)
H-X1 Effectiveness (ε1)
H-X2 Effectiveness (ε2)
CHP Thermal Efficiency (ηCHP)

Nominal Value
40.6kW
4.9kW
5.4kW
5.6kW
3.3kW
0.462
0.549
0.478

Total Standard
Uncertainty
533.03kW
423.29kW
314.54kW
225.94kW
435.61kW
0.046
0.076
0.013

VI.B.2 Modular Uncertainty Implementation and Results
First, the matrix containing the partial derivatives of the output variables with
respect to each parameter was constructed. This matrix is summarized using the
following equation:

(6.32)

Equation 6.32 was constructed by analytically calculating the partial derivatives with
respect to each input. Of course, assuming the data reduction equations are linear within
the external input uncertainties, the same analysis could be performed using a finite
difference scheme to obtain the partial derivatives.
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The matrix of inputs is then written in the form presented earlier as Equation 4.
Equation 6.33 presents the matrix of internal and external inputs for this particular
example.

(6.33)

The diagonal matrices containing the standard random uncertainties for the external
inputs of the micro-CHP example is presented as Equations 6.34.
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(6.34)

The matrix M is used to identify shared elemental error sources among variables. This
matrix was constructed using Equations 6.10 and 6.12 and is presented entirely in
Appendix D. The B matrix was then constructed using the methodology presented earlier.
Note that for this particular example, there are 22 external inputs and 26 systematic error
sources. Therefore the dimensions of B are 22x26. As stated earlier, for this particular
example, correlation only existed between Tc1i and Tc1o, and Th1i and Th1o. Finally,
Equations 9 and 17 were used to construct the covariance matrix for the entire system.
These results are summarized in Equation 6.35 and 6.36.
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(6.36)

Both Cu and C may contain non-zero values in the off-diagonals which indicate the
relationship between external inputs and output variables of interest, respectively, as
shown in Equations 6.35 and 6.36. The square roots of the elements along the main
diagonal of Equation 6.36 are the standard univariate uncertainty intervals. The results
are exactly equivalent to those presented in Table 2 which were calculated in accordance
with the methodologies presented in ASME PTC 19.1 (2005). The entire set of
calculations using the traditional approach and the modular uncertainty techniques is
presented in Appendix D.
The advantage of the modular uncertainty techniques over the traditional
approach is two-fold:
1) The use of matrices dramatically reduces the number of steps and calculations
involved to evaluate the uncertainty of each output as shown in Appendix D.
2) Since a covariance matrix for the entire system is generated, the covariance terms
may be analyzed to determine the relationship between the uncertainties of the
outputs of interest.
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VI.C Extension of the Modular Uncertainty Technique
The modular uncertainty techniques presented in this paper may be used to
analyze experimental results, simulation results, or the results of an end-to-end validation
example. For this particular example (micro-CHP), assuming a model existed to simulate
the output variables of interest, a matrix could be constructed containing the partial
derivatives of the comparison error with respect to each external input. The equation for
the comparison error as a function of the external inputs is presented as Equation 6.37.
P ,  , … ,  R

P ,  , … ,  R

(6.37)

After the partial derivatives are obtained, the methodology proceeds in the same manner
as in the example provided in the previous section. The result is a matrix containing the
noise level of the validation exercise for each output of interest along the main diagonal.
In addition, the off-diagonal terms contain the covariance terms which indicate the
relationship between the noise levels of the outputs.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS

VII.A Synopsis
This dissertation first introduced the state of quantitative validation methodology
and modeling in general. A literature review of quantitative validation methodologies
using a wide variety of statistical methods (univariate statistics, multivariate statistic, and
confidence intervals) was performed, and an example was used to compare these
different methodologies side-by-side. This comparison shed some light on the advantages
and disadvantages of each methodology. The literature review and results from the metric
comparison led to the introduction of basic V&V framework.
Next, end-to-end V&V examples were presented for the electrical output of a
natural gas engine/generator set, and the temperature profile at the exit of a meso-scale
combustor using multivariate and univariate statistics, respectively. Simulation results
were obtained for the engine/generator set using a single-zone combustion model to
evaluate the instantaneous in-cylinder pressure at single-degree crank angle increments.
Modeling of the meso-scale combustor was performed using commercially available
CFD software. In addition, experimental results with associated uncertainties were
available for each example. The results of these validation efforts were reported
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graphically in terms of the noise level and comparison error associated with the
comparison error results.
In an attempt to reduce the comparison error below the noise level of the
validation experiment for the meso-scale combustor validation effort, the modeling
assumptions were refined two separate times. First, the specific heat was made a function
of temperature where a step function was used to describe the function at the preheat
temperature. This alteration did not lead to a successful validation of the entire
temperature profile with comparison error results lying outside the noise level of the
validation exercise close to the chamber wall. Therefore, a second refinement was made
which included accounting for the curvature of the combustor chamber in the convective
heat transfer coefficient correlation. Refining the modeling assumptions eventually led to
a successful validation of the meso-scale combustor model showing the importance of the
steps which are suggested in order to increase the chances of a successful validation
effort.
Finally, modular uncertainty methodology was introduced for use on large
systems with many outputs of interest. As stated earlier, these outputs may be
experimental or simulation results where many data reduction equations or models are
used to formulate a desired quantity(s) of interest. An example was provided to show the
usefulness of such techniques. Modular uncertainty techniques were used to calculate the
uncertainty of seven outputs of interest with twenty-two external inputs. Traditional error
propagation methodology was then used to validate the correctness of the modular
uncertainty techniques.
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VII.B Contribution to the Field
The literature review of state of the art V&V techniques provided the insight
needed to construct standard V&V framework. The most important aspect of this
framework is the threshold, UT. In this framework, the validation metric is only an
estimate of the noise level of the validation exercise (cannot be solely used to deem a
validation effort successful), and UT is used to decide whether a V&V effort is successful
or not.
The comparison of the state of the art validation metrics showed that the
univariate metric (UV) failed to account for the correlation due to the shared systematic
errors in multiple realizations of the validation exercise. Therefore, the multivariate
metric (r2) should be used whenever possible. Also, in this dissertation, a way to include
the numerical uncertainty into the multivariate validation metric was introduced. The
confidence interval metric was shown to be an inadequate estimate of the noise level of
the validation exercise since this metric only considers the random uncertainty in the
experimental results. As a result, this metric should only be used when the random
uncertainty in the experimental results is the only significant contribution to the noise
level of the validation exercise.
The examples presented here provide much insight into the details of the V&V
processes. Using a first-order sensitivity analysis to provide an estimate of the noise level
in the simulation results due to uncertainty in the input parameters proved to be an invalid
method. This was because of the nonlinear behavior of the sensitivities within the model
input uncertainties. The Monte Carlo analysis was used to generate 10,000 samples from
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the distribution of the comparison error results based on the a priori uncertainty estimates
(at each fuel flowrate increment). These simulations were used to generate the covariance
matrix for the multivariate validation metric. This analysis proved to be a good
approximation to the “true” iso-probability contours generated with the 3-D histogram.
Thus, a methodology was introduced using Monte Carlo analysis in conjunction with the
multivariate validation metric (r2) to validation a model with non-linear sensitivities in
the model input uncertainty intervals. The CFD meso-scale combustor model was
validated using the univariate validation metric and multiple iterations of the validation
exercise. These iterations were needed in order to refine the modeling assumptions until a
successful validation effort was achieved. This example provides insight into the
usefulness of the basic V&V framework which includs multiple iterations of the
validation exercise when needed.
Finally, the modular uncertainty methodology was introduced giving a method of
uncertainty analysis for large systems with many inputs and outputs of interest. This
methodology provides a way to dramatically reduce the number of steps and calculations
needed to complete a detailed uncertainty analysis. Also, the resulting covariance
matrices present the relationship between the uncertainties of the inputs (Cu), and the
uncertainties in the outputs of interest(C). This analysis was then extended to cover fullscale V&V exercises.

VII.C Future Work
In light of the controversy that still exists in the engineering community in terms
of adopting a standard quantitative validation methodology, more research should be
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performed in order to determine the best way(s) to estimate the noise level associated
with a validation exercise. These answers may come in the form of one metric, but will
likely arrive in the form of multiple metrics each having a place in a specific set of
circumstances. There are an infinite number of cases which could be validated each
having its own set of characteristics. Therefore, the idea that one size fits all is unlikely in
the author’s opinion.
Another area where more research is needed is in the estimation of the uncertainty
interval that contains the numerical error associated with a simulation. This is one of the
most controversial topics among authorities in the field. The question of whether these
errors may be treated probabilistically is in question. Also, how to determine the
covariance terms in the matrix containing the numerical uncertainty along the main
diagonal is of interest.
Finally, more end-to-end examples are needed using the state of the art validation
metrics and modular uncertainty techniques. These techniques may be used on unit-level
problems where experimentation at the highest level is not feasible. Available literature
associated with unit level problems is limited and needs to be investigated. Preliminary
efforts are in progress at Mississippi State University to conduct an end-to-end validation
exercise of the micro-CHP demonstration/research facility using the modular uncertainty
techniques presented in this dissertation. This example will include not only existing
HVAC equipment, but multiple prime movers as well.
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APPENDIX A
VALIDATION METRIC COMPARISON
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This example begins with a linear model having two simulation results. The range of
independent variable is as follows:

0

1

x := 

i := 0.. rows ( x) − 1

the independent variable is assumed to have negligible
uncertainty

The linear model and nominal parameter values are:
f ( a , b , x) := a⋅ x + b
a := 2

b := 0

The standard uncertainty in the model inputs is defined as:
ua := 0.01

ub := 0.01

The partial derivatives of the result with respect to the model inputs are now calculated.
θa :=

d
f a, b , x
i
da

θb :=

d
f a, b, x
i
db

i

i

(

)

(

)

The sensitivity matrix with columns of sensitivities associated with each variable is defined
below. Also the covariance matrix for the model parameters assuming zero correlation
between the parameter uncertainties is defined.

(

Sα := augment θa , θb

)

 u 2 0 
a
Vα := 

 0 ub 2 


T

C := Sα⋅ Vα⋅ Sα

We can now plot the 95% confidence ellipses for the two simulation points assuming all
uncertainties have been accounted for at the 95% confidence level (Of course, we do not
know the error associated with the modeling assumptions, this is the point of the validation
effort).
A parametric equation for the iso-probability ellipses is used and is derived making use of the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.
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−1
S := eigenvecs ( C )

 3.82 × 10− 5 

λ=

−4
 2.618 × 10 

λ := eigenvals ( C)

r2 metric with 2 degrees of freedom at 95% confidence

R := 5.99

 R⋅ λ 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

 R⋅ λ ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1



w ( R , θ) := 

parametric equation for iso-probability ellipses

v( θ) := S⋅ w ( R , θ)

We will also perform a Monte Carlo analysis to show that the results from the sensitivity
analysis is correct.
number of samples

n := 10000

(
)
b mc := rnorm( n , 0 , u b )

amc := rnorm n , 0 , u a

(

random numbers generated from a normal distribution for the
input parameters

)

(

)

fmc( a , b , x) := a + amc ⋅ x + b + b mc

linear model

The univariate intervals representing the uncertainty in the model simulations due to the
uncertainty in the input parameters are the square roots of the diagonal values of the
covariance matrix (C):
um := diag ( C)

 0.01 

 0.014 

um = 

( 1) − 2⋅ um1
xx1:= f ( a , b , x ) − 2⋅ u m
0
0
yy1 := f a , b , x

 yy1 


yy1


yy :=  yy2 
 yy2 


 yy1 

 xx1
 
xx2
 
xx:=  xx2
 xx1
 
 xx1

( 1) + 2⋅ um1
xx2:= f ( a , b , x ) + 2⋅ u m
0
0
yy2 := f a , b , x

coordinates for the univariate confidence intervals
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2nd simulation point

The results including the univariate and multivariate 95% contours and the Monte Carlo
simulations are presented in the figure below.

2.04
2.02
2
1.98
1.96
− 0.04

− 0.02

0

0.02

0.04

1st simulation point
95% confidence iso-probability contour
Monte Carlo Results
Univariate intervals
A program can now be created to examine the percent coverage of each the 95% confidence
contours derived using the multivariate and univariate statistics.
−1

( (

ff := augment fmc a , b , x

Cinv := C

0

) − f(a , b , x0) , fmc(a , b , x1) − f (a , b , x1))T

Let’s see how many of the Monte Carlo results lie within the multivariate 95% iso-probability
contour:
Chi-squared random variable with 2 degrees of freedom at 95% confidence

R2 := 5.99
%coverage :=

count ← 0
for i ∈ 0 .. n − 1
〈i〉 T
〈i〉
count ← count + 1 if ff ⋅ Cinv⋅ ff < R2
count

%coverage
n

= 95.2⋅ %

we have approximately 95% coverage
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( 0)
ff1 := fmc( a , b , x )
1

( 0)
f1 := f ( a , b , x )
1

ff0 := fmc a , b , x

f0 := f a , b , x

We can use the following calculation to show how many Monte Carlo simulations lie inside the
95% univariate intervals.
%coverage :=

count ← 0
for i ∈ 0 .. n − 1
count ← count + 1 if

ff0 − f0 < 1.96⋅ um ∧ ff1 − f1 < 1.96⋅ u m
i
i
0
1

count

%coverage
n

%coverage :=

= 91.8⋅ %

count ← 0
for i ∈ 0 .. n − 1
〈i〉 T
〈i〉
ff0 − f0 < 1.96⋅ um ∧ ff1 − f1 < 1.96⋅ u m ∧ ff ⋅ Cinv⋅ ff < R2

count ← count + 1 if

i

0

i

1

count

%coverage
n

= 90.6⋅ %

The following program is used to extend the univariate 95% confidence intervals to the edge of the isoprobability contours for n dimensions.
moveToEnd ( j , Cinv) :=

n ← rows ( Cinv) − 1
return Cinv if j

n

B ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , j + 1 , n )
if j > 0
A ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , 0, j − 1)
〈j〉
O ← augment A , B, Cinv
〈j〉
O ← augment B, Cinv
otherwise

(

(

)

)
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−1

jExtreme( j , C, R) :=

Cinv ← C

(

T

C1 ← moveToEnd j , moveToEnd ( j , Cinv)

)T

n ← rows ( C1) − 1
A 1 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , 0 , n − 1)
A 2 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , n , n )
A 3 ← C1

n, n

R

ye ←

−1

T

A3 − A2 ⋅ A1

⋅A2

−1

Xe ← −A 1

⋅ A 2⋅ y e

(
)
Result ← stack ( y e , Xe )

Result ← stack Xe , y e

if j

n

if j

0

otherwise
R1 ← submatrix Xe , 0, j − 1 , 0 , 0

(
)
R2 ← submatrix( Xe , j , n − 1, 0, 0)
Result ← stack ( R1, y e , R2)

intvls :=

for i ∈ 0 .. rows ( C) − 1
A ← jExtreme( i, C, R)
i

i

return A

Urev := intvls

Extended univariate intervals

( 1) − Urev1
xx1:= f ( a , b , x ) − Urev
0
0
yy1 := f a , b , x

 yy1 


yy1


yy :=  yy2 
 yy2 


 yy1 

 xx1
 
xx2
 
xx:=  xx2
 xx1
 
 xx1

( 1) + Urev1
xx2:= f ( a , b , x ) + Urev
0
0
yy2 := f a , b , x

Defining the coordinates of the rectangle
representing the univariate extended confidence
intervals
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2nd simulation point

2.04
2.02
2
1.98
1.96
− 0.04

− 0.02

0

0.02

0.04

1st simulation point
95% confidence iso-probability contour
Monte Carlo Results
Univariate intervals

To complete the validation process, simulated experimental data was formulated. The
experimentally determined values of the quantity of interest (f) (could be an average of many
replications of the experiment at similar conditions) were chosen and given standard
uncertainty values.

 0.067774
fexp := 

2.031664


experimental results



2

experimental uncertainty (combination of systematic and random
uncertainties)

2

uexp := 0.02 + 0.02

The comparison error (difference between simulation results and experimental results) is
defined as:
Ebar := fexp − f ( a , b , x)

The covariance matrix for the comparison error is derived below.

 u 2 0.022 
exp
Vexp := 

 0.022 u exp2 


Vtot := C + Vexp

covariance matrix of experimental results

covariance matrix for the comparison error
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The validation uncertainty as defined by Coleman and Stern (1998), *notice these are just the
square roots of the diagonal terms in the covariance matrix

(

uv := diag Vtot

)

Comparison error results

We can first plot the validation uncertainty on top of the comparison error for the two points

0.1

0

− 0.1
− 0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Notice that the level of validation according to Coleman and Stern (1998) is different for
each point.
We can now plot the 95% confidence ellipse against the validation uncertainty intervals for the
two-dimensional case as follows:
−1
S := eigenvecs  Vtot  λ := eigenvals ( Vtot )



 4.475 × 10− 4 


λ=

−3
 1.452 × 10 

r2 metric with 2 degrees of freedom at 95% confidence

R := 5.99

 R⋅ λ 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

 R⋅ λ ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1



w ( R , θ) := 

v( θ) := S⋅ w ( R , θ)

parametric equation for the iso-probability contours
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We can also use Monte Carlo analysis to evaluate the validation metrics as follows:
b := rnorm( n , 0 , 0.02)

systematic uncertainty

( ) ( )
Ebar2 := b + rnorm( n , 0 , 0.02) + fmc( a , b , x ) − f ( a , b , x )
1
1
Ebar1 := b + rnorm( n , 0 , 0.02) + fmc a , b , x − f a , b , x
0
0

yy1 := −2⋅ u v
xx1:= −2⋅ u v

yy2 := 2⋅ u v

1

xx2:= 2⋅ u v

0

 yy1 
 yy1 


yy :=  yy2 
 yy2 


 yy1 

 xx1
 xx2
 
xx:=  xx2
 xx1
 
 xx1

comparison error for result 1
comparison error for result 2

1

0

univariate interval coordinates

2nd validation point

The results of the comparison are shown in the figure below.

0.1

0

− 0.1

− 0.1

− 0.05

0

0.05

1st validation point
95% confidence iso-probability contour
Monte Carlo Results
Univariate intervals
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0.1

2nd validation point

The comparison error result pair is plotted against the univariate and multivariate 95%
confidence contours below.

0.1

0

− 0.1

− 0.1

− 0.05

0

0.05

0.1

1st validation point
95% confidence iso-probability contour
Monte Carlo Results
Univariate intervals
From the figure above, clearly the point (comparison error) is inside the 95% confidence
ellipse and outside the area defined by the univariate intervals.
The r2 metric should be less than 5.99:
T

Ebar ⋅ Vtot

−1

⋅ Ebar = 5.153

Check

The intervals may be extended so that we do not eliminate part of the true distribution from
our validation measure.
C := Vtot

R := 5.99

moveToEnd ( j , Cinv) :=

n ← rows ( Cinv) − 1
return Cinv if j

n

B ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , j + 1 , n )
if j > 0
A ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , 0, j − 1)
〈j〉
O ← augment A , B, Cinv
〈j〉
O ← augment B, Cinv
otherwise

(

(

)

)
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jExtreme( j , C, R) :=

−1

Cinv ← C

(

T

C1 ← moveToEnd j , moveToEnd ( j , Cinv)

)T

n ← rows ( C1) − 1
A 1 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , 0 , n − 1)
A 2 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , n , n )
A 3 ← C1

n, n

R

ye ←

T

−1

A3 − A 2 ⋅ A 1

⋅A2

−1

Xe ← −A 1

⋅ A 2⋅ y e

(
)
Result ← stack ( y e , Xe )

Result ← stack Xe , y e

if j

n

if j

0

otherwise
R1 ← submatrix Xe , 0, j − 1 , 0 , 0

(
)
R2 ← submatrix( Xe , j , n − 1, 0, 0)
Result ← stack ( R1, y e , R2)

intvls :=

for i ∈ 0 .. rows ( C) − 1
A ← jExtreme( i, C, R)
i

i

return A

Urev := intvls
yy1 := −Urev
xx1:= −Urev

1

0

extended interval to cover 95% confidence ellipse
yy2 := Urev
1
xx2:= Urev

0
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 yy1 


yy1


yy :=  yy2 
 yy2 


 yy1 

 xx1
 
xx2
 
xx:=  xx2
 xx1
 
 xx1

coordinated for the extended univariate confidence intervals

The following graph shows the extended univariate confidence intervals plotted against the
Monte Carlo simulations and multivariate 95% iso-probability contour.

2nd validation point

0.1

0

− 0.1

− 0.1

− 0.05

0

0.05

0.1

1st validation point
95% confidence iso-probability contour
Monte Carlo Results
Univariate intervals

As you can see from the figure above, we have decreased the possibility of rejecting a valid
model. However, the probability of accepting an invalid model has increased.
Now we can extend this methodology to include 10 validation points as follows:
The range of independent variable (x) is shown below.
x :=

0
0

1

1

...

i := 0 .. rows ( x) − 1
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linear model of the quantity of interest with parameters a and b (i.e.
model inputs)

f ( a , b , x) := a⋅ x + b
a := 2

b := 1

u a := 1%⋅ a

u b := 1%⋅ b

θa :=

d
f a, b , x
i
da

θb :=

d
f a, b, x
i
db

i

i

nominal values of parameters

(

standard uncertainty in model inputs

)

(

sensitivities of parameters

)

(

Sα := augment θa , θb

)

sensitivity matrix

 u 2 0 
a
Vα := 

 0 ub 2 


T

Vmodel := Sα⋅ Vα⋅ Sα

model covariance matrix

x
fexp := f ( a , b , x) +
+ rnorm( rows ( x) , 0 , 0.022)
17

2

2

uexp := 0.02 + 0.01

Ebar := fexp − f ( a , b , x)

experimentally determined values of the
quantity of interest (could be an average of
many replications of the experiment at similar
conditions)

experimental uncertainty (combination of systematic and random
uncertainties)
comparison error (difference between simulation results and
experimental results)
2

Vexp := identity ( rows ( x) ) ⋅ u exp

Vtot := Vmodel + Vexp

(

uv := diag Vtot

)

covariance matrix for the comparison error

validation uncertainty as defined by Coleman and Stern (1998)
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We can first plot the validation uncertainty on top of the comparison error for the two points

0.5
2⋅ uv

− 2⋅ uv

0

Ebar

− 0.5
2

4

6

8

x

In order to have sufficient evidence to reject the model as valid, the R2 metric must be
greater than 18.31:
T

Ebar ⋅ Vtot

−1

⋅ Ebar = 16.057

The intervals may be extended so that we do not eliminate part of the true distribution
(multivariate normal) from our validation measure.
C := Vtot

R := 18.31

moveToEnd ( j , Cinv) :=

n ← rows ( Cinv) − 1
return Cinv if j

n

B ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , j + 1 , n )
if j > 0
A ← submatrix( Cinv , 0 , n , 0, j − 1)
〈j〉
O ← augment A , B, Cinv
〈j〉
O ← augment B, Cinv
otherwise

(

(

)

)
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10

jExtreme( j , C, R) :=

−1

Cinv ← C

(

T

C1 ← moveToEnd j , moveToEnd ( j , Cinv)

)T

n ← rows ( C1) − 1
A 1 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , 0 , n − 1)
A 2 ← submatrix( C1, 0, n − 1 , n , n )
A 3 ← C1

n, n

R

ye ←

T

−1

A3 − A 2 ⋅ A 1

⋅A2

−1

Xe ← −A 1

⋅ A 2⋅ y e

(
)
Result ← stack ( y e , Xe )

Result ← stack Xe , y e

if j

n

if j

0

otherwise
R1 ← submatrix Xe , 0, j − 1 , 0 , 0

(
)
R2 ← submatrix( Xe , j , n − 1, 0, 0)
Result ← stack ( R1, y e , R2)

intvls :=

for i ∈ 0 .. rows ( C) − 1
A ← jExtreme( i, C, R)
i

i

return A
Urev := intvls

extended interval to cover 95% confidence ellipse
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The following figure presents the comparison error results plotted against the 95%
univariate confidence intervals and extended univariate confidence intervals.
1

Error

0.5

0

− 0.5

−1

2

4

6

8

10

x
Univariate validation uncertainty
Comparison error results
Extended univarite intervals
trace 5
We check to make sure that a point on the edge of the ellipse results in a R2 equal to the Chi
squared random variable for 95% confidence and 2 degrees of freedom.
T

−1

T

−1

jExtreme( 0 , C, R) ⋅ C

jExtreme( 1 , C, R) ⋅ C
T

−1

intvls ⋅ C

⋅ jExtreme( 0, C, R) = 18.31
⋅ jExtreme( 1, C, R) = 18.31

⋅ intvls = 23.4

outside of the ellipsoid as expected
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APPENDIX B
VALIDATION USING MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
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B.1 Uncertainty Analysis of Experimental and Simulation Results
B.2 Comparison Error Results Plotted Against Monte Carlo Simulations
B.3 Probability Density Function Generated using a 3-D Histogram
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B.1 Uncertainty Analysis of Experimental and Simulation Results

The following inputs are used in the single-zone combustion model for a four-cylinder natural
gas engine/generator set
θs := 145⋅ deg

start of heat release (35 deg before TDC)

θd := 30⋅ deg

duration of heat release

a := 5

b := 75.5mm

s c := 82mm

lc := 131mm

engine bore, stroke, and rod length

compression ratio

r := 9

LHV:= 46500

M a := 29

AF :=

Weibe efficiency and form factor

n := 3

lower heating value, density, and volumetric
flowrate of the fuel

kJ
kg

kg
kmol

M ng := 18

2⋅ 4.76⋅ kmol⋅ M a
1⋅ kmol⋅ M ng

J
Runiv := 8.3145
mol⋅ K
π 2
Vd := ⋅ b ⋅ s c
4

kg
kmol

AF = 15.33778
Runiv
Rgas :=
Ma
Vd = 0.36711L

molecular weight of air and natural gas

stoichiometric air-fuel ratio
J
Rgas = 286.7069⋅
kg⋅ K

displacement volume

The instantaneous piston stroke and volume are calculated using the following relationships:

0.5



 2  s c  2

sc
2
y( θ) :=
+ lc − lc −   ⋅ sin ( θ − π ) 
+
⋅ cos ( θ − π )
2
2

 2



sc
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instantaneous
piston stroke

V( θ) :=

Vd
r−1

+

Vd
sc

instantaneous cylinder volume

⋅ y ( θ)

− 0.5

2

  instantaneous
 sc
s


c
2
2
dVdθ( θ) :=
⋅ sin ( θ − π ) ⋅ 1 +
⋅ cos ( θ − π ) ⋅ lc −   ⋅ sin ( θ − π ) 

2
2
2


 
  cylinder

Vd

volume

The Weibe function can be used to represent the typical cumulative heat release or "burn
fraction" curve for a spark ignition engine.
n

  θ − θs  
xb ( θ) := 1 − exp −a⋅ 


  θd  

π

A w( θ) := π ⋅ b ⋅ y ( θ) +

2

⋅b

instantaneous cylinder area exposed to
gas

2

 V1 
Pm( θ , P1 , V1 , γ ) := P1⋅ 

 V( θ) 

(

)

Qin ρng , Vdotng , Ne :=

(

θ := 0deg , 1deg .. 360deg

γ

( )

motored pressure and
mean piston speed

Upbar Ne := 2⋅ Ne ⋅ s c

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV

fuel energy input

Ne

)

dQcdθ θ , ρng , Vdotng , Ne := n ⋅ a⋅

(

Qin ρng , Vdotng , Ne
θd

)

 θ − θs 
⋅ ( 1 − xb ( θ) ) ⋅ 

 θd 

n− 1

The following correlation is used for the instantaneous piston speed
C1 := 2.28

−3

C2 := 3.24⋅ 10

Vd
m 
U θ , P , T1 , P1 , V1 , Ne , γ := C1⋅ Upbar Ne + C2⋅ 
⋅ T1⋅
⋅ P⋅ kPa − Pm θ , P1 , V1 , γ

V1⋅ P1
 sec ⋅ K 

(

)

( )

(
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(

))

The amount of trapped mass and instantaneous spatial averaged in-cylinder temperature is
calculated using the equation of state for an ideal gas
P1⋅ V1
mgas T1 , P1 , V1 :=
Rgas ⋅ T1

(

(

)

)

T θ , P , T1 , P1 , V1 :=

P⋅ V( θ)

(

)

mgas T1 , P1 , V1 ⋅ Rgas

The convective heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer to the cylinder walls are
calculated using the following relationships:
0.8 

0.8

1
hg(θ, P, T1, P1, V1, Ne , γ ) := 1.9P
⋅ ⋅ U(θ, P, T1, P1, V1, Ne , γ )⋅  ⋅b⋅ 
m   m


(

)

dQhtdθ θ, P, T1, P1, V1, Ne , γ , Tw :=

sec

(

)

− 0.2 T θ, P, T , P , V ⋅kPa − 0.55


1 1 1
W

⋅

(



((

)

K




)

)

⋅

2

m ⋅K

hg θ , P, T1, P1, V1, Ne , γ ⋅Aw(θ)⋅ T θ , P, T1, P1, V1 ⋅kPa − Tw
Ne

The partial derivative of the generator work output with respect to the input parameters was
calculated using a forward difference numerical scheme. The matrix of partial derivatives is
presented below.
The perturbation is specified using the tolerance (tol).
tol := 0.000001

 θT1(tol) θP1(tol) θV1(tol) θNe(tol) θρng(tol) θTw(tol) θγ (tol) θVdotng(tol) 
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W


3
kg
3
Pa
RPM
K
 K
m

m
3
m
sec



θα := augment

0

θα =

1

2

0

5.9547

0.0037

-7019181.122

1

5.9929

0.0037

-7058502.7413

2

6.0143

0.0036

-7080467.4909

3

6.0662

0.0035

-7133760.8668

4

7.1173

0.0017

...
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The systematic and random uncertainties for the input parameters are as follows:
b T1 := .25K

s T1 := 1.709K

b γ := .028

s Vdotng :=  0.019




b P1 := 20kPa

bρng := 5%⋅ 0.7



min 
ft

3

kg
3

m
b V1 := 0.02L



bVdotng :=  0.007





min 
ft

3

b Tw := 20K
b Ne := 10RPM

A vector of random standard and systematic uncertainties is created below.
b Vdotng 
 b T1 bP1 b V1 b Ne bρng b Tw

,
,
,
,
,
, bγ ,
3
K
 K Pa m3 RPM kg

m

3

m
sec



v := stack 

 s T1

v2 := stack 

 K



, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

s Vdotng
3

m

sec







The covariance matrix for the model is then calculated as follows:
i := 0 .. 7

range variables representing the number of parameters

j := 0 .. 7

Vαb := v ⋅ v
i j
i, j

Vαs := v2 ⋅ v2
i j
i, j

diagonal matrices of variances due to the
uncertainties in the parameters

Vmodel := θα⋅ Vαb ⋅ θα + diag  diag  θα⋅ Vαs ⋅ θα


T

T
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model covariance matrix

0

1

2

3

0
Vmodel = 1

333422.12334

308927.52315

311139.53077

316493.84044

308927.52315

341922.54493

315187.63549

320611.60781

2

311139.53077

315187.63549

346708.02707

322907.27675

3

316493.84044

320611.60781

322907.27675

...

The terms on either side of the diagonal are not zero since we are calculating the covariance
matrix for many points using the same model. Therefore, at different realizations there is
correlation due to common systematic errors in the simulations.
The following covariance matrix represents the first two simulations results

 333422.12334 308927.52315

 308927.52315 341922.54493

C1 := 

The parametric equation representing the 95% confidence iso-probability contours for the first
two simulations is as follows:
S := eigenvecs ( C1)

λ := eigenvals ( C1)

λ=

 28715.57527


 646629.093 

 R⋅ λ 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

 R⋅ λ ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1



w ( R , θ) := 

v( θ) := S⋅ w ( R , θ)

3

2×10

3

1×10

v ( θ) 1

0
3

− 1×10

3

− 2×10
3
− 2×10

3

− 1×10

0

3

1×10

v(θ)0
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3

2×10

R := 5.99

The covariance matrix associated with the experimental results is presented below.
Vexp :=

0

1

0

6.25·103

5.625·103

1

5.625·103

...

The covariance matrix of the comparison error results is then just the sum of the two covariance
matrices.
V := Vmodel + Vexp

The simulation and experimental results are as follows:
W exp :=

W model :=

0
0
1

0

1.793·103
...

0
1

1.993·103
...

The r2 metric is then calculated as follows:

(

)T

−1

R2 := W exp − W model ⋅ V

(

)

⋅ W exp − W model

R2 = 7.7305

(χ 2)20 , 95%

31.41

Since the r2 metric is less than the value of the Chi-squared random variable with 20 degrees
of freedom and 95% confidence, the pair of comparison error results lies within the noise
level of the validation exercise.
The same analysis is performed for the first two comparison error results

 339672.12334 314552.52315

 314552.52315 348172.54493

C := 

S := eigenvecs ( C)

λ := eigenvals ( C)

 29341.09803

 658503.57024

λ=

R := 5.99

 R⋅ λ 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

w ( R , θ) := 
 R⋅ λ ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1


v( θ) := S⋅ w ( R , θ)

parametric equation for the iso-probability contours
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E := W exp − W model

vector of comparison error results

3

2×10

3

1×10

0

3

− 1×10

3

− 2×10
3
− 2×10

3

− 1×10

0

3

1×10

95% confidence iso-probability contour
comparison error results
origin
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3

2×10

B.2 Comparison Error Results Plotted Against Monte Carlo Simulations

The following data table contains the 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each realization of
the validation exercise (20 realizations) including only the uncertainties associated with the
simulation results.
j := 0 , 1 .. 19

range variables

i := 0 , 1 .. 19

data :=
0

1

2

3

0

1.99·103

2.46·103

2.5·103

1.35·103

1

2.28·103

2.25·103

2.51·103

...

The vectors presented below are the set of simulation and experimental results for the
generator power output (in W)
W exp :=

E :=

W sim :=

0

0

0

1.793·103

0

1.993·103

1

...

1

...

W exp − W sim

comparison error results (in kW)

1000

The vector, s, contains the random uncertainty associated with the generator power output
measurement.
s :=

0
0

25

1

...

We can now generate 10,000 random samples from the population of systematic and random
errors associated with the experimental results for the generator power output.
εs

〈j〉

(

:= rnorm 10000, 0 , s

j

)

ε b := rnorm( 10000, 0 , 75)

The following matrix contains 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations including systematic and
random uncertainties associated with the simulation and experimental results.
〈j〉
〈j〉
〈j〉
M :=  data + ε b + ε s 
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The covariance matrix based on the uncertainties in the first two comparison error results
using the Monte Carlo simulations is presented below.
〈0〉 〈1〉
 var( M〈0〉 )
cvar ( M , M ) 

C :=
〈0〉 〈1〉
〈1〉


var ( M )
 cvar ( M , M )


The covariance matrix created using the first-order sensitivity analysis is also presented.

 339672.12334 314552.52315

 314552.52315 348172.54493

V := 

The parametric equation for both sets of 95% confidence iso-probability contours is as
follows.
S := eigenvecs ( C)

λ := eigenvals ( C)

 197361.352

 629438.981

λ=

R := 5.99

 R⋅ λ 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

 R⋅ λ ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1



w ( R , θ) := 

v ( θ) := S⋅ w ( R , θ)

S1 := eigenvecs ( V)

parametric equation for the Monte Carlo iso-probability contour

λ1 := eigenvals ( V)

λ1 =

 29341.098


 658503.57

 R⋅ λ1 0⋅ cos ( θ) 

 R⋅ λ1 ⋅ sin ( θ) 
1



w1( R , θ) := 

v1( θ) := S1⋅ w1( R , θ)

parametric equation for the first order sensitivity iso-probability
contour
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2nd Comparison error result (kW)

This graph presents the first two comparison error results plotted against the iso-probability
contours derived using the Monte Carlo simulations and the first order sensitivity analysis.

2

1

0

−1

−2
−2

−1

0

1

2

1st Comparison error result (kW)
Monte Carlo simulations
95% Confidence contour using Monte Carlo
95% Confidence contour using uncertainty analysis
Comparison error results
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B.3 Probability Density Function Generated using a 3-D Histogram

A program was used to generate data for a 3-D histogram of the first two sets of Monte Carlo
Simulations (corresponding to the first two comparison error results). This set of data is
presented in the following data tables.
hist_data :=

0

1

2

18

1

1

1

19

1

1

...

data_x2 :=

0

1

2

0

-2.364·103

-2.364·103

-2.364·103

1

-2.11·103

-2.11·103

...

data_x1 :=

0

1

2

0

-2.025·103

-2.025·103

-2.025·103

1

-1.785·103

-1.785·103

...

The following contour plot was generated from this histogram data
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Then, a 3-D surface plot of the probability density function was produced as is presented
below.

The contour plot was then plotted against the iso-probability contours generated using the
Monte Carlo simulations and the first-order sensitivity analysis.
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APPENDIX C
MESO-SCALE COMBUSTOR ANALYSIS

157

C.1 Fluid Mixture Specific Heat
C.2 Mass Flow Source Calculation
C.3 Sensitivity Analysis
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C.1 Fluid Mixture Specific Heat

The following data (Turns (2000)) was used to construct of curve-fit for the specific heat of
the mixture in the combustor.
For methane:

 −0.291 


 26.3 
 −10.6 
A CH4 :=  1.57 


 0.166 
 −18.3 


 4.3 

curve-fit coefficients


T1
T1 
 T1  + A
 T1 
cpCH4(T1) := 4.184⋅ACH4 + ACH4 ⋅
+ ACH4 ⋅
 + ACH4 ⋅

CH44⋅  1000
0
1 1000
2 1000
3 1000
2







3





For carbon dioxide:

 47.313


 51.550
 54.360
cp data1 :=  56.205


 57.677
 58.863
 59.738



 600 


 800 
 1000 
T2data :=  1200 


 1400 
 1600 
 1800 



The regression and interpolation function is as follows:

(

)

REG1:= regress T2data , cp data1 , 6

(

kJ

) kmol⋅ K

cp CO2( T1) := interp REG1, T2data , cp data1 , T1 ⋅
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curve-fit data



− 2

kJ

⋅
⋅
  kmolK

The regression and interpolation function is as follows:

(

)

REG2:= regress T2data , cp data2 , 6

(

kJ

) kmol⋅ K

cp H2O( T1) := interp REG2, T2data , cp data2 , T1 ⋅

For nitrogen:

 29.075


 30.086
 31.394
cp data3 :=  32.762


 33.707
 34.805
 35.595



 300 


 600 
 800 
T1data :=  1000 


 1200 
 1500 
 1800 



curve-fit data

The regression and interpolation function is as follows:

(

)

REG3:= regress T1data , cp data3 , 6

(

kJ

) kmol⋅ K

cp N2( T1) := interp REG3, T1data , cp data3 , T1 ⋅

For oxygen:

 300 


 600 
 800 
T1data :=  1000 


 1200 
 1500 
 1800 



 29.331


 32.030
 33.757
cp data4 :=  34.936


 35.593
 36.490
 37.296



The regression and interpolation function is as follows:

(

)

REG4:= regress T1data , cp data4 , 6
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curve-fit data

The combustion reaction is as follows:
CH4 + 4(O2 + 3.76N2) => CO2 + 2H2O + 2O2 + 15.04N2
The molar fractions for the reactants and the products are shown below. Also the molecular weights
are given
1
XCH4u :=
[ 1 + 4 + ( 4⋅ 3.76) ]

MW CH4 := 16.04

XCH4b := 0

MW O2 := 32

4
XO2u :=
[ 1 + 4 + ( 4⋅ 3.76) ]

MW N2 := 28.01

2

XO2b :=
( 1 + 2 + 2 + 15.04)
4⋅ 3.76

XN2u :=
[ 1 + 4 + ( 4⋅ 3.76) ]

kg
kmol

kg
kmol
kg
kmol
kg

MW H2O := 18.02

kmol

MW CO2 := 44.01

kmol

kg

15.04
XN2b :=
( 1 + 2 + 2 + 15.04)

XCO2u := 0

1
XCO2b :=
( 1 + 2 + 2 + 15.04)
XH2Ou := 0

2
XH2Ob :=
( 1 + 2 + 2 + 15.04)

The specific heat of the mixture of products and reactants is then:
cp1mix( T1) := XO2u ⋅

cp O2( T1)

cp N2( T1)
cp CH4( T1)
+ XN2u ⋅
+ XCH4u⋅
MW O2
MW N2
MW CH4
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cp2mix( T1) := XCO2b⋅

cp CO2( T1)

cp H2O( T1)
cp N2( T1)
cp O2( T1)
+ XH2Ob⋅
+ XN2b ⋅
+ XO2b ⋅
MW CO2
MW H2O
MW N2
MW O2

cp1 is for the reactants and cp2 is for the products
The following if statement is used to change the correlation for the specific heat of the products to
that of the reactants when the mixture reaches the preheat temperature. Since the period of
combustion is such a short time, a step function is used.
cp1mix( T1) if T1 < 546

cp mix( T1) :=

cp2mix( T1) if T1 ≥ 546

The following graph shows the function over a range of temperatures including the preheat
temperature.
3

1.5×10

3

1.4×10

cp1 mix( T1 )

3

1.3×10

cp2 mix( T1 )
cp mix( T1 )

3

1.2×10

3

1.1×10

3

1×10

500

3

1×10

T1
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3

1.5×10

C.2 Mass Flow Source Calculation

The mass flow source for the meso-scale combustor is calculated as follows:
ρ := 1.177

kg

density of the fluid mixture

3

m

A uniform velocity of 1m/s was desired at the exit of the PIM. The following calculation shows
the amount of mass flowrate needed to meet the desired criterion.
v1 := 1

m

desired velocity

s

The geometry of the combustor is as follows:
r1 := 10mm
r2 := 13.5mm
r3 := 17mm
2

cross-sectional area of the combustion chamber

A 1 := π ⋅ r1

− 4 kg

mdot = 3.698 × 10

mdot := ρ⋅ v 1⋅ A 1

length of the mass source zone

l := 1mm
V := π ⋅  r3 − r2


2

2

M :=

required mass flowrate

s

 ⋅l

volume of the source zone

mdot
V
3 kg

M = 1.103 × 10

mass source term

3

m ⋅s
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C.3 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis associated with the calculation of the uncertainty in the simulation
results due to input parameters is presented below.
Mass flowrate calculations:
length of the mass source zone

L1 := 1mm

kg
mdotT := 0.0003698
s

required mass flowrate of the mixture in order to achieve a uniform
velocity of 1m/s

equivalence ratio

φ := 0.5

P := 101325Pa

MW a := 28.966

MW f := 16.043

ρ( MW ) :=

J
Ru := 8.3144126
mol⋅ K

T := 300K
kg
kmol
kg
kmol

P⋅ MW

molecular weight of air

molecular weight of the fuel

density as a function of mixture molecular weight

Ru ⋅ T

guess values

standard inlet conditions

mdota := 0.5

kg
s

mdotf := 0.5

kg
s

Given
φ

17.189⋅

mdotT

mdotf
mdota

function for the equivalence ration based on the chemical equation
(Turns (2000))

mdota + mdotf

 mdota 
:= Find( mdota , mdotf )
 mdotf 



mass flow rate of the air and fuel

Annulus geometry of the combustor:
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The mass source term is then calculated as follows:
mdotV :=

mdota + mdotf
π ⋅  r3 − r2


3 kg

mdotV = 1.1026791× 10

2

2

3

 ⋅ L1

m ⋅s

mdotap := mdota⋅ ( 1 + 0.001)

perturbations of the air and fuel flowrate
mdotfp := mdotf ⋅ ( 1 + 0.001)

The mass source terms after the perturbations are given below.
mdotVap :=

mdotVfp :=

mdotap + mdotf
π ⋅  r3 − r2


3 kg

mdotVap = 1.1037506× 10

2

2

 ⋅ L1

mdota + mdotfp
π ⋅  r3 − r2


3 kg

mdotVfp = 1.1027103× 10

2

2

3

m ⋅s

 ⋅ L1

3

m ⋅s

The uncertainties associated with the measurement of the air and fuel flowrates are presented below.
0.015
umdotf :=

L
min

(

⋅ ρ MW f

)

− 8 kg

umdotf = 8.1462809× 10

2
L

0.9

min

umdota :=

(

⋅ ρ MW a

s

)
− 6 kg

umdota = 8.8249769× 10

2

s

The remaining perturbations were performed in a similar manner and then input in the computer code to
generate the perturbed solutions. The resulting sensitivity coefficients are as follows:
θmdota := −3.898029776E+06
⋅

K
kg

θmdotf := 1.314944992E+08

s
−4

θCo := 3.64⋅ 10

⋅ K⋅ s

K

kg

1

θφ1 := −5.07⋅ 10 ⋅ K

s

θC1 := 8.17⋅ K
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2
− 1 m⋅ K

θks := 4.87⋅ 10

W

The nominal values and uncertainties associated with each significant parameter are shown on the
following page.
Power Law Constants (Co and C1)
Co := 11421⋅
uCo :=

1
s

0.1⋅ Co
2

C1 := 1.17
uC1 :=

0.1⋅ C1
2

Porosity
φ1 := 0.8
uφ1 :=

0.1⋅ φ1
2

Porous Media Conductivity (ks)
ks := 20⋅
uks :=

W
m⋅ K

0.1⋅ ks
2

Total Simulation Uncertainty
T1 := 1853.92K
2
2
2
2

 mdot
  u mdota   mdotf
  u mdotf 


a
⋅ θmdota  ⋅ 
+

⋅
θ

⋅
...
uSnorm1 := 



mdotf
 T1

  mdota   T1
  mdotf 


2
2
2
2 u
2 u
2 u
 Co


  Co  +  C1 ⋅ θ  ⋅  C1  +  ks ⋅ θ  ⋅  ks  ...
+  ⋅ θCo  ⋅ 



C1
ks 
  Co   T1
  C1   T1
  ks  
  T1
2
2 u
 φ1

 φ1 



+  ⋅ θφ1  ⋅ 

  T1
  φ1 


u Snorm1 = 0.0194687

Note this is a sample calculation showing the standard uncertainty associated with the temperature at
the centerline of the profile. Each point across the profile has its own sensitivity coefficient with
respect to each parameter.
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APPENDIX D
MODULAR UNCERTAINTY EXAMPLE
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D.1 Traditional Propagation of Errors Approach
D.2 Modular Uncertainty Approach
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D.1 Traditional Propagation of Errors Approach

The following set of data was taken over a period of approximately four hours:
DATA :=
0

1

2

3

68

145.224

109.652

148.023

147.857

69

145.156

110.246

147.606

...

Lower heating value density of natural gas at standard conditions:
LHV:= 46500000

ρng := 0.70

Electrical power output

(

W elec := mean DATA

〈82〉

)

Cold fluid temperatures (water)
Tc1i :=
Tc1o :=

Hot fluid temperatures (coolant and exhaust)

(mean(DATA〈16〉 ) + 460)R

(

Th1i :=

K
〈18〉
mean DATA
+ 460 R

(

)

)

Th1o :=

K

Th2i :=

Tc2i := Tc1o
〈20〉

Tc2o :=

(mean(DATA ) + 460)R

Th2o :=

K

(mean(DATA〈22〉 ) + 460)R
(

K
〈24〉
mean DATA
+ 460 R

(

)

K
〈28〉

(mean(DATA ) + 460)R
(

K
〈29〉
mean DATA
+ 460 R

(

)

K

Volumetric flowrates
mean DATA
Vdotc :=



〈56〉 gal 
⋅

min 

3

m

mean DATA
Vdoth1 :=

s



Vdotng :=



3

m
s

mean DATA



〈34〉 ft 

⋅
min 
3

3

m
s
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)

〈57〉 gal 
⋅

min 

)

Mean temperatures for each fluid:
Tc1m :=

Th1m :=

Tc1i + Tc1o

Tc2m :=

2
Th1i + Th1o

Th2m :=

2

Tc2i + Tc2o
2
Th2i + Th2o
2

The following curve-fits were created for the water and coolant properties (Cengel and
Boles 2007).

1
 
F( x) :=  x 
 2
x 

quadratic curve-fit

Curve-fit coefficients

0.735




−4
coeffs_cp_coolant :=  6.632 × 10


−7
 −3.788 × 10 

1.008




−4
coeffs_cp_water :=  −1.752 × 10 

−7 
 8.056 × 10 

68.011




−3
coeffs_ ρ_coolant :=  −9.924 × 10 

−5
 −4.394 × 10 

62.515




−3
coeffs_ ρ_water :=  1.358 × 10


−5
 −6.706 × 10 

Curve-fit equations
K
BTU
F T⋅ − 460 ⋅ coeffs_cp_water ⋅
lb⋅ R
 R

cpc_ ( T) :=
J

F T⋅

K

 R

− 460 ⋅ coeffs_ρ_water⋅



ρc_(T) :=

cph_ ( T) :=

K

 R

− 460 ⋅ coeffs_cp_coolant ⋅



3

ft
kg

kg⋅ K

F T⋅

lb

3

m

F T⋅

BTU
lb⋅ R

K

 R

ρh_(T) :=

− 460 ⋅coeffs_ρ_coolant⋅



3

ft

J

kg

kg⋅ K

m

3
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lb

Property values at the mean temperatures for each fluid:

(

)

ρc1 := ρc_ Tc1m

(

)

ρc2 := ρc_ Tc2m

(

)

ρh1 := ρh_ Th1m

cp c1 := cpc_ Tc1m
cp c2 := cpc_ Tc2m

cp h1 := cph_ Th1m

(

)

(

)

(

)

The heat transfer rates for the plate-fin heat exchanger:

(

)

Qc1 := ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ Tc1o − Tc1i
3

Qc1 = 5.382 × 10

(

Qh1 := ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ Th1i − Th1o

)

3

Qh1 = 4.908 × 10

The heat transfer rates for the finned-tube heat exchanger:

(

)

Qc2 := ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ Tc2o − Tc2i

3

Qc2 = 3.292 × 10

In order to calculate the heat transfer rate of the exhaust side we must calculate the flowrate of
the exhaust based on a stoichiometric reaction as follows:
molecular weight of air and natural gas
Ma := 28.97

M ng := 18

stoichiometric reaction for methane (assuming close actual reaction)

(

CH4 + 2 O2 + 3.76N2

)

--->

CO2 + 2H2⋅ O + 7.52N2
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Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio:
AF :=

2⋅ 4.76⋅ kmol⋅ M a
1⋅ kmol⋅ M ng

AF = 15.322

Since this is a spark ignition engine, the combustion should be close to soichiometric
mdotexh := ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF )

Curve-fit for the specific heat of air (Cengel and Boles 2007)

28.11+ 0.1967⋅ 10− 2⋅ ( T ) + 0.4802⋅ 10− 5⋅ ( T ) 2− 1.966⋅ 10− 9⋅ ( T ) 3 ⋅

kJ
kmol⋅ K

Ma

cpa ( T) :=

J
kmol⋅ K

The specific heat of the exhaust at the mean temperature is:

(

)

cp h2 := cpa Th2m

The heat transfer rate of the exhaust side of the finned tube heat exchanger is then:

(

Qh2 := mdotexh⋅ cp h2⋅ Th2i − Th2o

)

3

Qh2 = 5.575 × 10

The fuel energy input to the system is calculated as follows:
Qin := ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
4

Qin = 4.056 × 10
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The effectiveness of each heat exchanger is calculated as follows:
ε1 :=

Qc1

(

)

ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ Th1i − Tc1i

ε1 = 0.46194

ε2 :=

Qc2

(

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ Th2i − Tc1o

)

ε2 = 0.54929

The thermal efficiency of the system is:

η :=

W elec + Qc1 + Qc2
Qin

η = 0.478

The systematic and random standard uncertainties associated with each parameter is as follows:
n := rows ( DATA )

s Welec :=

b Welec := 37.5
2

2

s Tc1i :=

b Tc1i := 0.15 + 0.1

2

2

s Tc1o :=

bTc1o := 0.15 + 0.1

2

2

s Tc2i :=

bTc2i := 0.15 + 0.1

2

2

s Tc2o :=

bTc2o := 0.15 + 0.1
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(

Stdev DATA

〈82〉

)

n

(

Stdev DATA

〈16〉

)⋅R

n⋅ K

(

Stdev DATA

〈18〉

)⋅R

n⋅ K

(

Stdev DATA

〈18〉

)⋅R

n⋅ K

(

Stdev DATA
n⋅ K

〈20〉

)⋅R

The systematic and random standard uncertainties (cont’d):

bVdotc :=

(

Stdev DATA

0.5%⋅ Vdotc

s Vdotc :=

2

(

bVdotng :=

0.8%⋅ Vdotng + 0.2%⋅ 3.333 × 10

m
s

Stdev DATA

2

(

s Vdoth1 :=

2

bρc2 :=

1%⋅ ρc1
1%⋅ ρc2
1%⋅ cp c1
1%⋅ cp c2

s cpc2 := 0

2
1%⋅ ρh1

bcph1 :=
bcph2 :=

bρng :=

s cpc1 := 0

2

bcpc2 :=

bLHV :=

s ρc2 := 0

2

bcpc1 :=

bρh1 :=

s ρc1 := 0

2

s ρh1 := 0

2
1%⋅ cp h1

s cph1 := 0

2
5%⋅ cp h2

s cph2 := 0

2
930000

s LHV:= 0

2

1%⋅ ρng

s ρng := 0

2
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3

min

m
s

Stdev DATA

2%⋅ 0.00126

)⋅ ft

3

〈57〉

)⋅ gal

min

3

n⋅

bρc1 :=

〈34〉

s Vdotng :=
n⋅

bVdoth1 :=

min

(

)

)⋅ gal

3

n⋅

−3

〈56〉

m
s

The standard uncertainty associated with the fuel energy input is:
Qin := ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV

Partial derivatives:
θρng :=

∂
∂ρng

θVdotng :=

θLHV :=

(ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV)

∂
∂Vdotng

∂

( ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV)

( ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV)

∂LHV

bQin :=

(θρng⋅ bρng)2 + (θVdotng ⋅ bVdotng ) 2 + (θLHV⋅ bLHV)2 = 528.118

s Qin :=

(θρng⋅ s ρng)2 + (θVdotng ⋅ s Vdotng ) 2 + (θLHV⋅ s LHV)2 = 72.163
2

2

uQin := b Qin + s Qin = 533.026

The uncertainty associated with the heat transfer rates of the plate-fin heat exchanger are as
follows:

(

Qh1 := ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ Th1i − Th1o

)

Partial derivatives:
θρh1 :=

∂
∂ρh1

θcph1 :=

ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Th1o)

∂
∂cp h1

θVdoth1 :=

ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Th1o)

∂
∂Vdoth1

ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Th1o)
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The uncertainty in the heat transfer rate of the cold fluid is:

(

)

Qc1 := ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ Tc1o − Tc1i

Partial derivatives

θρc1 :=

∂
∂ρc1
∂

θcpc1 :=

∂cp c1

θTc1o :=

bQc1 :=

s Qc1 :=

ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i)

∂

θVdotc :=

θTc1i :=

ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i)

∂Vdotc

∂
∂Tc1o

∂
∂Tc1i

ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i)

ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i)

ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i)

2
2
2
2 

( θρc1⋅ b ρc1) + ( θcpc1 ⋅ bcpc1 ) + ( θVdotc⋅ b Vdotc) + ( θTc1i⋅ bTc1i) ... = 218.974
2
+ ( θ

 Tc1o⋅ bTc1o) + 2⋅ θTc1o⋅ θTc1i⋅ ( 0.15⋅ 0.15)

2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ s ) 2 + ( θ
cpc1⋅ s cpc1 ) + ( θVdotc⋅ s Vdotc) + ( θTc1i⋅ s Tc1i) ... = 225.797
 ρc1 ρc1
2
+ ( θ

 Tc1o⋅ s Tc1o)

2

2

uQc1 := b Qc1 + s Qc1 = 314.538
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The uncertainties in the heat transfer rates for the finned-tube heat exchanger are:

(

)

Qc2 := ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ Tc2o − Tc2i

cold fluid

Partial derivatives
θρc2 :=

∂
∂ρc2
∂

θcpc2 :=

∂cp c2

θTc2o :=

bQc2 :=

s Qc2 :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i)

∂

θVdotc :=

θTc2i :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i)

∂Vdotc

∂
∂Tc2o

∂
∂Tc2i

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i)

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i)

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i)

2
2
2
2 

( θρc2⋅ b ρc2) + ( θcpc2 ⋅ bcpc2 ) + ( θVdotc⋅ b Vdotc) + ( θTc2i⋅ bTc2i) ... = 388.302
2
+ ( θ

 Tc2o⋅ bTc2o)


2
2
2
2 

( θρc2⋅ s ρc2) + ( θcpc2⋅ s cpc2) + ( θVdotc⋅ s Vdotc) + ( θTc2i⋅ s Tc2i) ... = 197.422
2
+ ( θ

 Tc2o⋅ s Tc2o)


2

2

uQc2 := b Qc2 + s Qc2 = 435.608
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(

Qh2 := ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ Th2i − Th2o

)

hot fluid

Partial derivatives
θρng :=

∂
∂ρng
∂

θcph2 :=

∂cp h2

θVdotng :=

θAF :=

∂
∂AF

θTh2i :=

s Qh2 :=

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

∂
∂Vdotng

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

∂
∂Th2i

θTh2o :=

bQh2 :=

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

∂
∂Th2o

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Th2o)

2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ b ) 2 + ( θ
cph2 ⋅ b cph2 ) + ( θVdotng ⋅ b Vdotng ) + ( θAF ⋅ b AF ) ... = 225.522
 ρng ρng
2
2
+ ( θ

 Th2o⋅ b Th2o) + ( θTh2i⋅ bTh2i)

2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ s ) 2 + ( θ
cph2 ⋅ s cph2 ) + ( θVdotng ⋅ s Vdotng ) + ( θAF ⋅ s AF ) ... = 13.696
 ρng ρng
2
2
+ ( θ

 Th2o⋅ s Th2o) + ( θTh2i⋅ s Th2i)

2

2

uQh2 := b Qh2 + s Qh2 = 225.9

The uncertainty associated with the effectiveness of the plate-fin and finned tube heat exchanger
is calculated as follows:

ε1 :=

(

)
ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i)
ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ Tc1o − Tc1i

plate-fin heat exchanger effectiveness
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Partial derivatives:
θρh1 :=

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂ρh1  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂cp h1  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

θcph1 :=

θVdoth1 :=

θTh1i :=

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Th1i  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Th1o  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

θTh1o :=

θρc1 :=

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂ρc1  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂cp c1  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

θcpc1 :=

θVdotc :=

θTc1o :=

θTc1i :=

bε1 :=

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Vdoth1  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Vdotc  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Tc1o  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

 ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) 


∂Tc1i  ρh1⋅ Vdoth1⋅ cp h1⋅ ( Th1i − Tc1i) 
∂

2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ b ) 2 + ( θ
 ρh1 ρh1
cph1 ⋅ b cph1 ) + ( θVdoth1⋅ b Vdoth1) + ( θTh1i⋅ b Th1i) ... = 0.043
+ θ ⋅ b
2
2

 ( Tc1i Tc1i) + ( θTc1o⋅ bTc1o) + 2⋅ θTc1o⋅ θTc1i⋅ ( 0.15⋅ 0.15) ...

2
2
+ ( θ ⋅ b ) 2 + ( θ

cpc1⋅ b cpc1) + ( θVdotc⋅ b Vdotc)
 ρc1 ρc1
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ε2 :=

(

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ Tc2o − Tc1o

(

)

ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ Th2i − Tc1o

)

finned tube heat exchanger effectiveness

Partial derivatives
θρng :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂ρng  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂cp h2  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

θcph2 :=

θVdotng :=

θAF :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂AF  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

θTh2i :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂Th2i  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂Tc1o  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

θTc1o :=

θρc2 :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂Vdotng  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂ρc2  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

θcpc2 :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂cp c2  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂
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θVdotc :=

θTc2o :=

bε2 :=

s ε2 :=

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)




∂Vdotc  ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp h2⋅ ( Th2i − Tc1o) 
∂

ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc1o)


 ρ ⋅ Vdot ⋅ ( 1 + AF ) ⋅ cp ⋅ T − T

∂Tc2o  ng
ng
h2 ( h2i
c1o) 
∂

2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ b ) 2 + ( θ
 ρng ρng
cph2 ⋅ bcph2 ) + ( θVdotng ⋅ bVdotng ) + ( θAF ⋅ b AF ) ... = 0.068
+ θ
2
2
2
2

 ( Th2i⋅ bTh2i) + ( θTc1o⋅ b Tc1o) + ( θρc2⋅ b ρc2) + ( θcpc2⋅ b cpc2) ... 
2
2
+ ( θ

 Vdotc⋅ bVdotc) + ( θTc2o⋅ b Tc2o)


2
2
2 
( θ ⋅ s ) 2 + ( θ
 ρng ρng
cph2 ⋅ s cph2 ) + ( θVdotng ⋅ s Vdotng ) + ( θAF ⋅ s AF ) ... = 0.033
+ θ
2
2
2
2

 ( Th2i⋅ s Th2i) + ( θTc1o⋅ s Tc1o) + ( θρc2⋅ s ρc2) + ( θcpc2 ⋅ s cpc2) ... 
2
2
+ ( θ

 Vdotc⋅ s Vdotc) + ( θTc2o⋅ s Tc2o)


2

2

uε2 := b ε2 + s ε2 = 0.0758

The first law thermal efficiency of the system is calculated as follows:

η :=

(

)

(

)

W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ Tc1o − Tc1i + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ Tc2o − Tc2i
ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV

Partial derivatives:

θρc2 :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂ρc2 

∂

θcpc2 :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂cp c2 

∂
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θVdotc :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Tc2o 

∂

θTc2o :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Tc2i 

∂

θTc2i :=

θρc1 :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Vdotc 

∂

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂ρc1 

∂

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂cp c1 

∂

θcpc1 :=

θVdotc :=

θTc1o :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Vdotc 

∂

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Tc1o 

∂

θTc1i :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Tc1i 


θρng :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂ρng 


∂

∂

θVdotng :=

θLHV :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂Vdotng 

∂

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂LHV

∂

θWelec :=

 W elec + ρc1⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c1⋅ ( Tc1o − Tc1i) + ρc2⋅ Vdotc⋅ cp c2⋅ ( Tc2o − Tc2i) 


ρng ⋅ Vdotng ⋅ LHV
∂W elec 

∂
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bη :=

s η :=

(θρng⋅ bρng)2 + (θLHV⋅ bLHV)2 + ( θVdotng ⋅ bVdotng )2 + (θWelec⋅ bWelec )2 ... = 0.013
2
2
2
2
+ ( θρc1⋅ b ρc1) + ( θVdotc⋅ b Vdotc) + ( θcpc1⋅ b cpc1) + ( θTc1o⋅ bTc1o) ...
2
2
2
2
+ ( θTc1i⋅ b Tc1i) + ( θρc2⋅ b ρc2) + ( θcpc2 ⋅ bcpc2 ) + ( θTc2o⋅ b Tc2o) ...
2
+ ( θTc2i⋅ b Tc2i) + 2⋅ θTc1i⋅ θTc1o⋅ ( 0.15⋅ 0.15)
( θρng⋅ s ρng) 2 + (θLHV⋅ s LHV)2 + ( θVdotng ⋅ s Vdotng )2 + ( θWelec ⋅ s Welec )2 ... = 7.456× 10− 3
2
2
2
2
+ ( θρc1⋅ s ρc1) + ( θVdotc⋅ s Vdotc) + ( θcpc1⋅ s cpc1) + ( θTc1o⋅ s Tc1o) ...
2
2
2
2
+ ( θTc1i⋅ s Tc1i) + ( θρc2⋅ s ρc2) + ( θcpc2 ⋅ s cpc2) + ( θTc2o⋅ s Tc2o) ...
2
+ ( θTc2i⋅ s Tc2i)
2

2

uη := b η + s η = 0.0147
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D.2 Modular Uncertainty Approach
First the matrix containing the appropriate partial derivatives (∆G) is assembled along with the
external input connectivity matrix (A). The ∆G matrix contains partial derivatives with respect
to the internal and external inputs.
∆G :=

A :=

0

1

0

1

0

5.794·104

3.255·107

0

0

0

1

0

...

1

0

...

The matrix (W1) is assembled as presented in Equation X. This matrix converts the ∆G
matrix into a matrix with partial derivatives with respect to the external inputs only.
I := identity ( rows ( ∆G ⋅ A ) )

W1 := ( I − ∆G ⋅ A )

−1

⋅ ∆G

After the W1 matrix is converted, the columns associated with the external inputs must be
removed. Since there are only 21 external inputs, we only need to keep columns zero to
twenty.
W2 := for i ∈ 0 .. 21
〈i〉
〈i〉
W2 ← augment W1

(

)

W2

The matrices containing the systematic standard(S) and random uncertainties are presented
below (B).
S :=

B :=
0

0

0

0

0

1.225·10-5

1

...

1

...

The correlation identification matrix (P?) is constructed based on the correlation structure
of external inputs and is presented below.
A :=
0

1

0

1

0

1

0

...
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The covariance matrix based on the uncertainties in the external inputs is constructed
according to Equation X. This matrix contains the variances associated with each external
input along the main diagonal. The off-diagonal terms are the covariances indicating
correlation between external inputs.
I := identity ( 22)
T

Cu := augment ( I , A ) ⋅ diag( stack ( S , B) ) ⋅ augment ( I , A )

The covariance matrix for the system is constructed as shown in Equation X. The variances
associated with each output of interest are located along the main diagonal of the matrix (C).
The off-diagonal terms indicate a relationship between outputs.
T

C := W2⋅ Cu ⋅ W2

0
0
16442.0085
0
0
 284116.676

0
179175.3531
0
0
0
15.5888

0
0
98934.0437
0
112.5446
7.735

 16442.0085
0
0
51047.5628
0
0
C=
0
0
112.5446
0
189754.0176 0.0097

0
15.5888
7.735
0
0.0097
0.0021

 1.6201
0
0.0188
4.9973
31.5777
0

0
2.4421
0.1936
4.6814
0.0002
 3.3461

1.6201 3.3461
0
0.0188
4.9973
31.5777
0
0.0057
0.0008



2.4421
0.1936

4.6814

0.0002
0.0008

0.0002
0

The standard uncertainty associated with each variable is found by taking the square root of
the diagonal elements in matrix C.

 533.026 
 423.2911


 314.5378
 225.9371
diag ( C) = 

 435.6076
 0.0462 
 0.0758 


 0.0147 
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